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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, an empirical quantum  defect approach to describe 
the valence excitons of the rare gas solids is developed. These Coulomb 
states are of s-symmetry and form  a hydrogen-like series which converges to 
the bottom  of the lowest conduction band.
A  non-zero quantum  defect is found for all of the excitons of neon, 
argon and xenon. For these systems, then, there exists, in addition to the 
screened Coulombic com ponent, a non-Coulombic com ponent to the total 
exciton binding energy. The W annier formalism is, therefore, inappropriate 
for the excitons of Ne, A r and Xe.
From  the sign of the quantum  defect, the non-Coulombic potential is 
repulsive for N e and Ar, attractive for Xe, and nearly zero for Kr. This is 
opposite to  that for the Rydberg states of the corresponding rare gas atoms, 
w here the non-Coulombic potential betw een the electron and the cation is 
attractive for all of the atoms. The excitons then, are not simply perturbed  
Rydberg states of the corresponding rare gas atoms (i.e., the excitons do not 
possess atomic parentage).
Interatom ic term  value/band gap energy correlations and reduced term  
value/reduced  band gap correlations were perform ed. These correlations 
w ere exploited to provide further evidence against both the W annier 
formalism and the atomic parentage viewpoint. From  these correlations, it 
was also discovered that the non-Coulombic potential varies smoothly across 
the valence isoelectronic series of solids, and that it becomes m ore 
attractive (or less repulsive) in going from neon to xenon.
v i i i
In order to address the atomic parentage controversy, it was necessary 
to com pare the excitons to the low-n Rydberg states of the rare  gas atoms.
A  review of the quantum  defect description of the atomic Rydberg states is, 
therefore, presented. Also, Rydberg term  value/ionization energy 
correlations are discussed and com pared with the analogous exciton 
correlations.
O ne m ajor result of this dissertation is an unambiguous validation of 
the following statem ent: Atomic Rydberg states do not evolve into excitons 
as a function of rare gas num ber density.
C H A PTE R  I 
IN TRO D U CTIO N
1
2Physical problems involving Coulomb states are many and varied and arise 
in the areas of molecular spectroscopy, atomic physics, surface science and 
condensed m atter physics. The salient feature of all Coulomb states involves two 
particles (or quasi-particles) of opposite charge interacting with one another 
through, predominantly, the Coulomb potential, - r 'l ,  where r is the radial 
distance between the two charged particles. The simplest stable example of this 
is the hydrogen atom, the prototype for all Coulomb problems.
Rydberg states in atoms and excitons in solids are particularly interesting 
examples of Coulomb states. In this dissertation we specifically study Rydberg 
states of the rare gas atoms and excitons of the rare gas solids.
Let us consider the Rydberg states of a neutral atom. The excited 
(Rydberg) electron is considered to be, on the average, quite spatially distant 
from  the remaining cationic core. A t large radial distances the interaction 
betw een the electron and the cation is Coulombic. W hen the Rydberg electron, 
however, becomes spatially close to the cationic core, complicated non-Coulombic 
interactions betw een the Rydberg electron and the electrons of the core result. 
These non-Coulombic interactions give rise to a short-ranged potential which is 
defined in the "reaction zone," a small spherical volume surrounding the cation
[1]. Rydberg states are m em bers of a series which is convergant to some 
ionization limit, such that the energy level of each m em ber of a series is 
characterized by the Rydberg (quantum  defect) equation [1]. The energy levels 
of an entire Rydberg series can be characterized by only a few param eters, 
namely, the quantum  defect fo r each Rydberg state, the Rydberg constant and 
the ionization energy. Through a single param eter (i.e., the quantum  defect), 
the non-Coulombic contribution to the total Rydberg binding energy is gauged.
It is significant that the complicated many-body interactions which are found in 
the reaction zone can be characterized by a single param eter.
W ith regard to the excitons of the rare  gas solids, the predom inant model 
which is used to characterize these states is the W annier formalism [2,3]. A n 
exciton, in this formalism, is a bound state between an electron and a positively 
charged hole in which the total binding energy results from a screened 
Coulombic potential. Short-ranged interactions do not exist in this model. A  
series of exciton states results which converges to the bottom  of the 
conduction band. This series limit, also known as the band gap energy, depends 
upon the energy of the hole in the valence band to which the exciton series is 
tagged. In the solid rare gases two exciton series are discernable [3], one 
convergant to the core hole of angular m om entum  jc =  3/2, and the other 
convergant to the core hole of angular m om entum  jc = 1/2. In the W annier 
formalism, an entire exciton series may be characterized by a particularly simple 
equation in which only the band gap energy and an effective Rydberg constant is 
required. The only difference between this W annier equation and the Rydberg- 
Ritz form ula for the hydrogen atom  involves the effective Rydberg constant, 
which is simply the atomic Rydberg constant scaled to the effective screening of 
the Coulomb field between the electron and the hole [2,3].
This simple one-param eter fit to an exciton series has traditionally been 
thought to work well for the excitons of solid argon, krypton and xenon [3]. 
Unfortunately, the W annier form ula fails to fit the first (n =  1) exciton of solid 
neon [3] (and is thought to be only approxim ate for the n = 1 excitons of solid 
A r, Kr and Xe [3,4]). This problem  has particularly plagued theoreticians for 
many years. In the 1960's H erm anson and Philips [4] presented a possible 
solution to this problem by assuming that solid state effects, such as bulk 
dielectric screening, are not relevant for this (n =  1) exciton because the 
e lectron/hole Bohr radius is thought to be of the order of one lattice spacing. 
Central-cell corrections were then invoked, with these workers solving the
4problem  constrained to a unit cell [4]. Their solution is not totally convincing 
since it implies that whenever the distance betw een the electron and the hole is 
of the order of a lattice spacing, non-Coulombic potentials result. Indeed, this 
region defines a reaction zone, and since all of the excitons are of s-symmetry 
and can penetrate  into this zone, all of the higher excitons should likewise 
exhibit a non-Coulombic com ponent to their binding energy. (R em em ber that the 
central-cell corrections are defined only for the n =  1 exciton, and the higher 
states are thought to be adequately described by the W annier formula.)
The viewpoint that the W annier form ula works fine for all of the solid 
rare gas excitons, except the n =  1 exciton of neon, has been countered by Resca 
and R esta [5]. These workers assumed that the solid rare gas excitons are 
simply perturbed atomic Rydberg states and, therefore, that an exciton series is 
a wholly perturbed atomic Rydberg series. This is simply the Frenkel picture [6] 
as applied to an entire Rydberg series. The Frenkel picture assumes that an 
exciton possesses complete atomic (or molecular) parentage. This model is 
dominantly used to describe excitons in m olecular crystals such as anthracene 
[3,6], As is done for the study of Rydberg states, these workers [5] applied 
quantum  defect theory to the exciton series of all of the rare  gas solids. They 
used the atomic short-ranged potentials as well as the atomic radius to com pute 
quantum  defects com m ensurate both with the logarithmic boundary condition 
(which is specific to the screened Coulombic potential) and with a comparison to 
the experim ental exciton excitation energies. W hat resulted was a description of 
the solid rare gas excitons via (state-dependent) quantum  defects and an 
effective Rydberg constant.
The Resca-Resta quantum  defect m ethod has been criticized by Saile and 
Koch [7], who note that Resca and R esta utilized an inappropriate set of 
excitation energies for solid neon in order to model their quantum  defects.
Furtherm ore, the quantum  defect m ethod of Resca and R esta fails to deduce the 
correct band gap energy of solid neon to within the experim ental e rror of the 
recently-m easured value [8]. Since the quantum  defect m ethod of Resca and 
R esta was specifically designed in response to the neon controversy, it should be 
deem ed suspect. The atomic parentage viewpoint, however, cannot be totally 
refu ted  by virtue of the fact that the Resca-Resta quantum  defect approach is 
flawed.
There exist recent experim ental results which indicate that the lowest 
Rydberg states of atomic argon, krypton and xenon do not evolve as a function 
o f num ber density (from  the dense gas, through the liquid, to the solid phase) 
into, respectively, the n = 1 excitons of solid argon, krypton and xenon [9]. These 
results indicate that the n =  1 excitons of solid argon, krypton and xenon do not 
possess atomic parentage, at least not in any simple perturbational sense, 
although a controversy still continues concerning this conclusion [10]. M oreover, 
since these density-dependent experiments could not be perform ed for neon, the 
atom ic parentage question remains partially unresolved.
It is the purpose of this dissertation to explicate the nature of the solid 
rare  gas excitons via a novel empirical quantum  defect approach in which, for 
the first time, the independently-m easured band gap energies [8] are used for 
correlative analysis. Both the neon controversy and the atomic parentage 
controversy are addressed in this dissertation.
In order to address the atomic parentage controversy, the low-n Rydberg 
states of the atomic rare gases must be described. We assume that if the 
excitons possess atomic parentage, this parentage manifests itself via the low-n 
Rydberg states of the corresponding rare gas atoms. These Rydberg states are 
described by quantum  defect theory, where a constant quantum  defect is 
generally used to characterize the entire Rydberg series. In the single-channel
6approach, however, the low-n quantum  defects behave anomalously in the sense 
that the quantum  defect is a monotonic function of state n, converging rapidly 
with n to  its constant value for the series [1]. This phenom enon is exhibited by 
all of the rare  gas atoms and it will be exploited in order to ascertain the 
nature of the non-Coulombic atomic potential.
The rem ainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In C hapter II, 
a description of the low-n Rydberg states of the rare gas atoms is provided for 
within the ansatz of quantum  defect theory. Interatom ic term  value/ionization 
energy correlations are also exploited to describe these Rydberg states. The 
exciton problem  is discussed in C hapter III. The empirical quantum  defect 
approach is introduced and other novel correlative procedures are developed and 
used to explicate the nature o f the solid rare gas excitons. Comparisons 
betw een the Rydberg states of the rare gas atoms [cf. C hapter II] and the 
excitons of the rare  gas solids are made. A  summary of the results of this 
dissertation is presented in C hapter IV, and some prospects for future research 
are described.
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IN TRO D U CTIO N
As discussed in C hapter I, one of the main goals of this dissertation is 
to investigate the atomic parentage controversy concerning the nature of the 
solid rare  gas excitons. In order to answer the question "Do solid rare gas 
excitons possess atomic parentage?", it is necessary to draw comparisons 
betw een the atomic rare gas Rydberg states and the solid rare gas excitons. 
Accordingly, we must understand the nature of these atomic Rydberg states; 
specifically, the low-n Rydberg states are targeted for investigation since data 
for only the first 4 or 5 excitonic states are available for a comparative study.
It is the purpose of this chapter to study the nature of the low-n 
Rydberg states of the atomic rare gases in a single-channel framework. This 
will be done in substantially a qualitative m anner with the aid of data 
correlations.
This chapter is outlined as follows. A  review of quantum defect theory 
is presented in section 1, in which a connection is m ade between the atomic 
radial Schrodinger equation and the Rydberg equation. Section 2 contains a 
discussion of the rare  gas atomic quantum defects, where the experimental 
evidence concerning the variation in energy (or state) of the low-n quantum  
defect is explictly presented. Further information on the nature of these low- 
n Rydberg states is gained in section 3 by an analysis of their interatom ic 
correlations across the rare gas series Ne, Ar, K r and Xe.
1. Q U A N TU M  D E FEC T  TH E O R Y
This review of quantum  defect theory (Q D T) follows closely that of 
Findley, et. al. [1] and is intended to be only a brief developm ent of the 
basic formalism. (For details, see the recent m onograph by Fano and Rau
[2].) W e deal here with single-channel quantum  defect theory as applied to 
Rydberg states of neutral atoms, although the notation used in this 
developm ent perm its application to systems in which the total atomic charge 
is not necessarily zero.
We conceptually view the Rydberg state of an (N + l)-electron atom  as 
an excited electronic state in which the optical electron has an appreciable 
probability of being found spatially distant from  the N-electron cationic core 
of total (net) charge Z ce. A t large radial distances, the dominant 
interaction betw een the electron and the cation is Coulombic. A t smaller 
radial distances the interactions between the optical electron and the core 
electrons lead to a potential V ra (r), which is taken for convenience to be 
radial. V ra (r) is known as the residual atomic potential and it has the 
property  that it is non-zero only within a certain radius r0 . W e can now 
express the total radial potential as
where rQ is a cut-off radius that defines the outside boundary of the 
"reaction zone." The reaction zone is simply the spherical region 
surrounding the nucleus w here the short-ranged residual atomic potential 
Vra (r) becom es dominant. For r > r0, the (dom inant) interaction betw een
V (r) =
-Zce2/ r
-Zce2/ r  +  Vra (r) for r <  r0 ,
for r > rQ
11
the optical electron and the core is -Zce2/r , w here for a neutral atom  Z c =
1. W hen the optical electron penetrates the reaction zone, the short-ranged 
V ra (r) results from the complicated inter-electron and exchange interactions 
betw een this electron and those of the core. Also, in this reaction zone the 
repulsive inter-electron interactions com pete with the attractive interaction 
betw een the optical electron and the positively-charged nucleus. These 
competitive interactions are folded into Vra (r).
The radial Schrodinger equation for this Rydberg problem, then, is
[-(fi2/2 m ) d2/d r 2 +  *n2l(l + l) /2 m r2 - Z ce2/ r  + Vra (r) - cji]Fjj(r) =  0 (2 .1 )
for a state of angular m om entum  1. In Eq. (2.1) j is an integer index which 
labels the solution Fjj(r). For Z c =  1, the bound state spectrum  of Eq. (2.1) 
defines a Rydberg series, with the binding energies being given by
ejl =  -R /» 'jl2 , (2 .2 )
w here i-jj is an effective quantum  num ber and R  is the Rydberg constant. 
Furtherm ore, the excitation energy Ejj of each m em ber of the Rydberg series 
obeys the (Rydberg) equation
Eji = I - R/J'jl2 , (2.3)
w here I is the ionization limit to which the Rydberg series converges. The 
m eaning of i'jj will be explicitly form ulated through the following discussion 
of quantum  defect theory.
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The ultim ate goal here is to solve Eq. (2.1) and, therefore, to  determ ine 
j’jl. W e begin with the case in which V ra (r) =  0 (for all r). The resulting 
(reduced) radial hydrogenic Schrodinger equation is, then, our reference 
equation:
[-(R2/2 m ) d2/d r 2 +  H2l (1 +  l) /2 m r2 - Z c e2/ r  - ej]fj(r) =  0 , (2.4)
where
ej =  - Z c2 R /k 2 (2.5)
and
k =
i7  for e > 0 . (2 .6 )
The bound state (e <  0) solutions to Eq. (2.4) are given by the regular 
Coulom b function f, which asymptotically is
f  ^u(/',r) sin t t v  -  v(v,r) cos t t v  .  ( 2  •
In Eq. (2.7) u(^,r) is a rising exponential while v(/',r) is a falling exponential 
in r. Now, since the bound state wavefunctions must vanish as r , the 
factor sin t t v  must be identically zero. This implies that v  = n, w here n is 
an integer, and
e = - Z c2 R /n 2 ( 2 . 8)
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In the case in which Vra (r) = 0 (for all r) the effective quantum  num ber is, 
therefore, always an integer.
We now wish to solve Eq. (2.1), the radial Schrodinger equation which 
includes the residual atomic potential. Eq. (2.1) asymptotically reverts to Eq. 
(2.4) at distances r >  r0 since Vra (r) is short-ranged. The solution Fjj(r) to 
Eq. (2.1) can then be expressed by a linear combination of the regular 
solution fj(r) and the irregular solution gj(r) to Eq. (2.4). In order to 
ensure smooth joining at r =  r 0, we find
Fjj(r) =  Nji [fj(r) cos v n \  - gj(r) sin tt/q], (2.9)
where Nji is a normalization constant. U pon insertion of the appropriate 
asymptotic forms for fj(r) and gj(r) into Eq. (2.9), Fjj becomes
F j^  uj(r) sin tr ( r  + ^ i)  - vj(r) cos 7r(r + /x\) . ( 2 .1 0 )
Again, since u is a rising exponential in r, it follows from Eq. (2.10) that
sin 7r(i' +  ix\) = 0 (2 .11)
or
,;jl =  nj - / q ,  (2 . 12)
w here nj is an integer possessing the property that nj + \  =  nj +  1. From  
Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.12), then, it follows that
6ji = -Zc2R /(n j - /q )2 , (2.13)
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which is, of course, the familiar Rydberg equation.
H\ is term ed the quantum  defect and is physically in terpreted  as the 
asymptotic phase shift 5j =  7r/q induced in the hydrogenic wavefunction as a 
result of the non-Coulombic interactions within the reaction zone. 71-/q is 
the phase shift between the actual solution to the atomic problem, Eq. (2.9), 
and the hydrogenic wavefunction fj(r). If the residual atomic potential is 
everywhere zero, then /q =  0 and Eq. (2.9) reverts to the regular 
hydrogenic solution fj(r). (See Fig. 2.1 for a schematic of this situation.)
From  the above discussion it is clear that the sign and m agnitude of /q 
is explicitly related to Vra (r). The phase-amplitude m ethod [1,3] provides a 
relation by which /q may be derived from Vra (r). In this ansatz [1,3], the 
Schrodinger equation is transform ed into two coupled first-order differential 
equations, thereby effecting the separation
F jlW  =  aji(r) [fj(r) cos ^ ^ ( r )  - gj(r) sin ^ ( r ) ]  , ( 2 . 1 4 )
where /tji (r) is a state-dependent quantum  defect function while aji(r) is an 
am plitude function. Through the quantum  defect function, we can 
conceptually understand the process by which the asymptotic phase shift <5jj 
=  7r^ ji develops. A t the boundary of the reaction zone, r =  r0, Aji(r =  rQ) =  
^jj. Between r =  0 and r =  rG, /<jl(r) should be a monotonic function of r 
with Atjj(r) increasing in magnitude from 0 (at r =  0) to Atjj. Physically, 
the growth in the magnitude of Mj](r) corresponds to the gradual phase shift 
built into the wavefunction as a result of the electron traversing the region 
where the non-Coulombic effects are non-zero. A t r =  rQ, /ijj(r) reaches its 
limiting value of Mj] and grows no m ore since Vra (r) = 0 in the region 
outside of the reaction zone. These comments are placed in quantitative
FIGURE 2.1 Radial wavefunction of an excited electron of an atom  in the 
outer Coulomb field. This figure was adapted from  U . Fano, J. 
Opt. Soc. Am. 65, 979 (1975).
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form  within the phase-amplitude method, where it is possible to show that
[3]
Tr^jl(r) =  -W -l Jq Vra (r') [fj(r') cos ir/tji(r')
-gj(r') sin 7r^ ji(r’)]2dr' , ( 2 .
w here W is the W ronskian of the f and g functions. Eq. (2.15) is solved by 
starting with the initial boundary condition of yujj(r =  0) =  0. It is clearly 
seen from  Eq. (2.15), that when Vra (r) is everywhere zero, /*ji =  0. By 
extending the limit of integration to r = r0, the asymptotic quantum  defect 
Atji is extracted from Eq. (2.15).
The phase-am plitude m ethod has been used m ore as a conceptual tool 
for understanding the nature of Vra (r) [4] than as a com putational tool for 
the exact numerical determ ination of /xjj. Q uantum  defects are usually 
extracted by analysis of the experim ental excitation energies Ejj via Eq.
(2.3). In order to determ ine (and therefore Atjl) from  Eq. (2.3), it is 
necessary to know both the experim ental excitation energies and the 
ionization limit. And, although the ionization limit is experimentally 
m easurable, it is usually extrapolated from  Eq. (2.3).
From  Eq. (2.14) onward we described the quantum  defect as possessing 
a state dependency by the use of subscript j in ^jj. This is the most 
general way of describing the single-channel quantum  defect. In actuality, 
however, atomic Rydberg series exhibit considerable regularity and are 
defined with respect to  a constant quantum  defect /q.
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2. Q U A N TU M  D EFEC T DESCRIPTION O F T H E  R A R E  GAS ATOM S
We now present the experim ental quantum  defects of the low-n Rydberg 
states of the atomic rare gases. Single-channel quantum  defects are 
examined for the rare gas atoms in order to ascertain the nature of the 
atomic non-Coulombic potential. Furtherm ore, a single-channel quantum  
defect treatm ent of these Rydberg states is a prerequisite to  any comparison 
with the single-channel quantum  defect analysis of the solid rare gas 
excitons [cf. C hapter III].
Two Rydberg series of s-symmetry (1 =  0) will be considered here, 
namely, a series denoted by js' convergant to the ^ \ J 2  cationic core level 
and a series denoted by js convergant to the 2p 3^  cationic core level.
The aufbau convention dictates that the first Rydberg state of neon, argon, 
krypton and xenon is described, respectively, by the principal quantum  
num ber nj =  1 =  3,4,5 and 6 . The remaining m em bers of each series are 
num bered sequentially from  n i  such that nj + \  =  nj + 1. Since the 
application of the aufbau convention to Rydberg problems is ambiguous [4,5], 
however, the relevant index is j.
The quantum  defects for the atomic rare  gases are simply deduced from 
the Rydberg equation
Ej =  I - R /(n j - /tj)2, f o r j  =  1,2,3..., (2 .16)
where the m ajor difference betw een this equation and Eqs. (2.3 and 2.13) lies 
in the fact that the quantum  defect is allowed to  have an explicit state- 
dependency in Eq. (2.16). Furtherm ore, we drop the index 1 from  the 
quantum  defect symbol since we are dealing exclusively with states of s- 
symmetry.
In Figs. (2.2-2.5) we plot the quantum  defect /uj versus state j for, 
respectively, the atomic rare gases Ne, Ar, K r and Xe. Both the js and js' 
series are plotted in each figure, where the quantum  defects w ere deduced 
for each series separately. From  the one-photon transition selection rules, 
three other Rydberg series are allowed. Two of these series converge to the 
3/2  cationic core level and are denoted as jd 5 J2 and jd 3 j2- The third 
series jd '3 J2 is convergant to the ^ P i / 2  core level. The explicit interactions 
between all five of these channels is formally handled via the Lu-Fano 
approach [1,2,6] within multichannel quantum  defect theory [1,2,6]. The Lu- 
Fano m ethod is particularly useful in obtaining information about coupling 
betw een various Rydberg series. This m ethod will not be explicitly used in 
this dissertation to study these low-n Rydberg states. Instead, the single­
channel quantum  defect equation [i.e., Eq. (2.16)] is used to generate 
quantum  defects separately for the js and js' series, with no explicit 
reference to the other channels. It is this single-channel quantum  defect 
which is plotted in Figs. (2.2-2.5).
The data used to generate /xj are taken from M oore [7], where the 
excitation energies E j were m easured via absorption spectroscopy and are 
reported  with an experim ental uncertainty of ±  Im eV. The ionization energy 
was extrapolated via Eq. (2.16) under the constraint that the experim ental 
scatter in the resultant quantum  defects was minimized. The uncertainty in 
the ionization energy is likewise ±  ImeV. The error bars for the first few 
states are presented in each figure. These error bars are explicitly related 
to  the uncertainty in both Ej and I and grow in size with increasing j.
The arrows in these figures indicate points which significantly deviate from 
the curve, and could result from  either experimental error or localized 
perturbations in the spectra.
FIG U R E  2.2 Quantum  defect versus state for neon atom  i) js series 
converging to ^  cationic core level and ii) js' series 
converging to ^ P \ / 2  cationic core level.
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FIGURE 2.3 Q uantum  defect versus state for argon atom  i) js series 
converging to ^  cationic core level and ii) js' series 
converging to ^ P i / 2  cationic core level.
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FIG U R E  2.4 Q uantum  defect versus state for krypton atom  i) js series 
converging to  ^  cationic core level and ii) js' series 
converging to ^ \ / 2  cationic core level.
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F IG U R E  2.5 Q uantum  defect versus state for xenon atom  i) js series 
converging to ^ 3^  cationic core level and ii) js' series 
converging to  ^ P i / 2  cationic core level.
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The curve drawn for each figure is presented only to aid the eye. The 
flat portion of the curve indicates the region where the quantum  defect 
reaches its constant value (for the series) of /Uj = /*. Notice the m onotonic 
variation of /^j with j for the first few states of each series for each rare 
gas. The error bars for these states are very small and do not traverse the 
flat portion of the curve. This monotonic variation of the quantum  defect 
with state is therefore real and significant. Furtherm ore, it is relevant for 
all of the rare gas atoms.
This low-n variation of /tj has been exploited in an attem pt to 
understand the nature of the residual atomic potential Vra (r) for these 
atoms [1,4]. Wang and co-workers [4] considered the residual atomic 
potential Vra (r) within the context of the phase-am plitude m ethod [3]. From  
the phase-am plitude equation [cf. Eq. (2.15)] and from  the detailed nature of 
the f and g functions, it was shown [4] that if Vra (r) is positive and 
monotonically decreasing
, ' j  -  I ' y X  <1,
and if V ra (r) is negative and monotonically increasing
vj  - r j -1 » 1, 
w here i'j is defined from  Eq. (2.16) by
"j =
A n analysis of Figs. (2.2-2.5) illustrates that Vra (r) is negative and 
monotonically increasing for the rare  gas atoms. This indicates tha t Vra (r) 
is attractive in nature for all of the rare gas atoms.
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3. T E R M  V A LU E/IO N IZA TIO N  EN E R G Y  CORRELA TIO N S
W e now explore an interatomic correlative approach to characterize the 
Rydberg states of the atomic rare gases. Namely, term  value/ionization 
energy correlations are perform ed in which, for a fixed Rydberg state j, the 
linear variation of the binding energy (i.e., term  value) with the ionization 
potential along the series Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe is analyzed. These correlations 
have been  m ade previously, not only for the atomic rare gas Rydberg states 
[5], but for the methyl halide Rydbergs [5] and for the study of Feshbach 
resonances of the methyl halides [8]. Series of atoms or molecules which 
possess isoelectronic valence shells are chosen for this intercorrelative 
procedure. Examples of such are the rare gas atoms and the methyl halides. 
Correlations for the Rydberg states of the isoelectronic series BF, CO and 
N 2 have also been successfully perform ed [9]. Correlations along valence 
isoelectronic series of atoms and molecules are chosen since it has been 
theoretically dem onstrated [10] that, for the Rydberg states of these neutral 
species, the Rydberg term  value Tj =  I - Ej for a fixed state j correlates 
linearly with the ionization potential I along the series. Namely,
Tj(M ) =  aj I(M ) +  bj (2.17)
for j fixed and M  variable, such that M e {valence isoelectronic series}. Eq. 
(2.17) is derived via a perturbation-theoretic approach [10], the details of 
which will not be presented here. As discussed previously, empirical 
correlations which exploit Eq. (2.17) abound [5,8,9].
It is the purpose of this section to review these correlations for the 
atomic rare  gas Rydberg states [5]. This review is necessary since these 
correlations represent another way of characterizing low-n Coulomb states
and since we require a comparison to the related exciton term  value/band 
gap energy correlations [11] presented in the following chapter. These 
exciton correlations will la ter be used in comparison with the present atomic 
correlations to study the atomic parentage question.
In Figs. (2.6 and 2.7), the term  value is plotted versus the ionization 
potential for the first five Rydberg states of each series covergant, 
respectively, to the ^ 3^2 (i.e., js-series) and ^ V \ / 2  (i.e., js'-series) cationic 
core levels.
These plots indicate a sm ooth variation of the binding energy along the 
rare gas series. Since the total Rydberg binding energy is composed of both 
a Coulombic part and a non-Coulombic part, and since the Coulombic part is 
identical for all of the rare  gases, a smooth variation in the non-Coulombic 
potential along the atomic series is indicated by Figs. (2.6 and 2.7). Folded 
into each aj and bj, then, is inform ation concerning the intercorrelative 
behavior of the non-Coulombic potential, aj and bj are independent of a 
particular atomic moiety and are defined for the entire isoelectronic series 
of atoms, aj gauges the variation of the non-Coulombic potential across the 
atomic series, while a non-zero intercept bj indicates that there exists a 
com ponent of the non-Coulombic potential that is identical for each atom  of 
the series.
aj and bj gauge the effect of the non-Coulombic potential on the total 
binding energy. Since the binding energy decreases monotonically, aj and bj 
should both be monotonically decreasing functions of j. In Fig. 2.8 we plot 
aj(aj') versus j(j') for, respectively, the s- and s'-series. Likewise, in Fig.
2.9 we plot bj(bj') versus j(j'). The predicted qualitative behavior is 
observed.
Simple functional forms (e.g., power law fits) for the behavior in Figs.
F IG U R E  2.6 Term  value/ionization energy correlations for js Rydberg states 
convergant to the ^ 3 cationic core level. A dapted from  ref. 
[11].
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F IG U R E  2.7 Term  value/ionization energy correlations for j's Rydberg states 
convergant to  the ^ P \ / 2  cationic core level. A dapted from  ref. 
[11].
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FIGURE 2.8 aj (aj ) versus j (j ) for the Rydberg states convergant to the 
^ 3 / 2  (^ P l/2 )  cationic core level. The slopes, aj and aj', were 
com puted via a linear least squares fit to the term  va lue/ 
ionization energy correlations of Figs. (2.6 and 2.7).
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FIGURE 2.9 bj (bj') versus j (j') for the Rydberg states convergant to the 
^*3/2  (^ P l/2 )  cationic core level. These intercepts are in units 
of eV and were com puted via a linear least squares fit to the 
term  value/ionization energy correlations of Figs. (2.6 and 2.7).
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(2.8 and 2.9) cannot be obtained such that an adequate fit to all of the 
points is found. Specifically, pow er law fits to the plots of Fig. 2.8 have 
been  perform ed [5]. Accurate predictions of aj for j > 3 have been found by 
this simple fit. For j <  3, however, the accuracy of the prediction 
decreases. It is fair to m ention that no rigorous theoretical justification 
exists for such a simple m onotonic variation of the slope with state. This 
pow er law fit is justified on the basis of only "rough" theoretical argum ents 
[5] and, therefore, should be taken to  be empirical in nature.
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C H A PTER III 
EXCITONS IN T H E  R A R E  GAS SOLIDS
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IN TRO D U CTIO N
Excitons play a prom inent role in the chemistry and physics of condensed 
m atter. Excitons in the rare gas solids, the prototypical van der Waals 
insulators, will be  the focus of the rem ainder of this dissertation. F or recent 
reviews concerning the solid rare  gases, see Koch, et al. [1] and Sonntag [2].
The solid rare gases exhibit face centered cubic (fee) structure. M ost of 
the seminal studies on excitons, however, focused on molecular crystals such as 
anthracene, and on ionic crystals such as the alkali halides. M olecular organic 
crystals have been discussed extensively by Pope and Swenberg [3], and for a 
very recent review of a wide class of ionic crystals and semiconductors, see 
Grasso [4].
T he goal here is to investigate the controversies surrounding the 
description of excitons in insulators and, therefore, the simplest class of 
these solids, namely the rare gas solids, is chosen as the exemplary system. 
Specific problem s associated with molecular crystals are, therefore, avoided and 
only the salient features of excitons are thus considered.
W e begin with a brief description of excitons and of the band structure 
of the rare  gas solids. (For a review, see the standard texts of Kittel [5], 
Callaway [6] and Knox [7]. See also, Rossler [8].) An exciton is a bound 
state betw een an electron and a positively charged hole in a solid, where the 
hole resides energetically in the valence band. W e deal here with valence 
transitions ra ther than with the excitations from  deep core levels which are 
relevant to x-ray spectroscopy. By contrast, valence excitons involve 
excitations lying within the U V  and V U V  regions [2].
Consider a collection of (closed-shell) rare gas atoms at low pressure. 
U pon increasing the num ber density and compressing the collection of atoms, 
progressive overlap of the orbitals on neighboring atoms occurs [9]. Orbitals
of similar energy will overlap and form a band structure. (For instance, the 
2p orbitals of neon will overlap to form the valence band.) The virtual 
orbitals will likewise overlap to form conduction bands. (Again, in neon, the 
3s virtual orbitals will overlap to form  an empty 3s conduction band.) Because 
of the preponderence of virtual orbitals, many overlapping conduction bands 
will form, thus giving rise to a continuum of states of varying density [2]. In 
the solid rare  gases, we are concerned with the highest filled valence band 
form ed by the overlap of the highest occupied p-symmetry atomic orbitals. In 
these systems, the conduction band is empty and, since the energy gap 
betw een the top of the valence band and the bottom  of the conduction band is 
therm ally inaccessable, the solid rare gases are electrical insulators. The 
minimum energy required to traverse this energy gap and thereby cause 
conduction is term ed the band gap energy, E q . For the rare gas solids, E q  
lies within the range of 9-22 eV [2].
M any electronic transitions may occur in the solid, some of which are 
band to band transitions (term ed interband transitions [2 ]), core excitations [2] 
(exhibited in the x-ray region), photoconduction and photoemission [2]. To a 
first approximation, transitions into the band gap region betw een the top of 
the valence band and the bottom  of the conduction band do not exist. This 
region is, therefore, term ed the forbidden gap. Experim ent shows [1,2,10], 
however, that transitions in this energy region do indeed occur. These are 
discrete excitonic transitions and correspond to the bound states of the 
Coulom b field induced between the optical electron and the positive hole which 
lies energetically in the valence band. U pon absorption of appropriate energy, 
an electron is ejected from  the valence band and, simultaneously, a hole is 
created. The resulting valence band is spin-orbit split into two com ponents 
corresponding, respectively, to a hole of total angular m om entum  of j c =  3 /2
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(2P3/2 core) and jc =  1 /2  (^ P i / 2  core). These Coulomb states, or excitons, are 
built upon the core hole and form  a hydrogen-like series convergant to the 
band gap energy. Furtherm ore, these excitons possess s-symmetry. In the 
language of quantum  defect theory, each core hole defines a channel.
The energy levels associated with the excitons are labeled by E n , where 
the index n =  1,2,... denotes the particular exciton. The resultant term  value 
is given by the relation
Tn = E q  ' En , (3.1)
since the exciton series is found experimentally to converge to E q  [1,2 ,10].
The reflection spectra of the rare  gas solids are presented in Fig. 3.1. Note 
the discrete structure convergant to the broad continuum. In this figure, two 
exciton series are discernable (for argon, krypton and xenon) which are 
convergant, respectively, to the ^ 3 /2  (ns-series) and ^ ? \ /2  (ns'-series) core 
hole levels.
Two models, the Frenkel picture [11] and the W annier formalism [12], 
have played a dom inant role in the description of excitons for m ore than half 
a century. Both models have been applied to the solid rare gas excitons, with 
the W annier formalism providing a m ore successful description [1,2].
The Frenkel model views the exciton as resulting from  an excitation 
localized to one particular atom  of the lattice, where solid state effects en ter 
in as a perturbation. For the solid rare gases, then, the exciton is pictured as 
a perturbed atomic Rydberg state. The Frenkel model has usually been applied 
to  describe small radius excitons [7]. This model, however, is surrounded by 
much controversy since it regards the exciton as possessing atomic parentage. 
Calculations based upon this model have yielded poor results [7,13], and recent
F IG U R E  3.1 Reflection spectra of the solid rare gases: neon, argon, 
krypton and xenon. A dapted from  G. Zim m erer, in: 
"Luminescence of Inorganic Solids," B. DiBartolo, ed. (Plenum, 
New York, 1978). The prim ed and unprim ed series respectively 
refer to  those excitons convergant to the ^ ? \ /2  and ^ 3 j 2  core 
hole levels. The band gap E q  denoted here corresponds to  the 
unprim ed exciton series.
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experiments which track the evolution of both Rydbergs and excitons as a 
function of rare gas num ber density illustrate that a Rydberg does not evolve 
into an exciton [9]. These experiments [9], perform ed on the lowest (n =  1 
and n' =  1) states of argon [c.f. Fig. 3.2], krypton and xenon, are in terpreted 
[9,49] as evidence for the absence of exciton atomic parentage. Theoretical 
studies involving the interatom ic term  value/band gap correlative technique 
[14] have been used to further arguments against the atomic parentage 
viewpoint. This technique and the empirical quantum  defect method, which are 
advanced in this dissertation, generalizes the "loss-of-atomic parentage" 
argum ent to include the n>2  excitons of all of the solid rare gases.
The W annier formalism, by contrast, views exciton form ation as resulting 
from  purely solid state effects in the sense that the resulting hole is totally 
delocalized throughout the valence band. The excitation is not localized to 
any particular atom, and the exciton has no atomic parentage. The only 
interaction betw een the electron and the hole is the screened Coulomb 
potential, where the effective screening is related to the bulk dielectric 
constant e of the solid and to the (reduced) effective mass m* of the exciton.
For states of s-symmetry, then, W annier concluded that the exciton radial 
Schrodinger equation should be written [1,2,12]
[(4l2/2m *)d2/dr2  - e2 /er] dn(r) =  -Tn dn(r) , (3 .2 )
where the term  value T n for the exciton state n is given by
T n =  B /n 2; n = 1,2,3,... ,
and where B, the effective Rydberg constant, is related to the Rydberg
FIG U R E  3.2 Evolution of both the 3p-*4s atomic transition and the n = 
exciton of argon as a function of num ber density (p x lO ^l 
cm‘3, as indicated at the left of the figure). Notice that at 
certain densities, both the excitonic and atomic features 
simultaneously appear. A dapted from  B ernstorff [10].
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constant R  by
B = (m */e2) R . (3.3)
From  Eq. (3.1), then, the excitation energies are given by the W annier 
form ula
E n =  E G - B / n 2 , (3 .4)
w here both B and E q  are to be determ ined empirically.
E g  can be m easured directly by photoconduction experiments, but only 
for solid krypton and xenon. For neon and argon, the photoemission 
threshold is lower than the photoconduction threshold [2] and, therefore, a 
direct photoconduction m easurem ent on these solids is impossible.
B is related to the Rydberg constant R via Eq. (3.3) by knowledge of 
m* and e. The bulk dielectric constant e can be com puted via the atomic 
polarizability by known formulas [2]. The (reduced) effective mass is given 
by the relation
(m * )-1 =  (m e*)-1 + (m h*)’1 ,
w here m e * and m^* are the effective masses of, respectively, the electron 
and the hole in the condensed medium. m e * and m^* can be deduced from  
measuring the mobilities of, respectively, the electron and hole in the 
m edium  under the presence of an electric field, m^* is by no m eans related 
to  the mass of a proton since the hole is simply the realization of the lack 
of negative charge. Mobility m easurem ents are extremely difficult to
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perform  and are subject to misinterpretation [15]. M easurem ents to deduce 
m e * have been perform ed [15]; however, the mobility experiments concerning 
the drift of the hole and the subsequent determ ination of m^* are fraught 
with much uncertainty [15]. Experimental values of m^* are, therefore, 
unavailable.
The effective charge on the hole Z e can be deduced from  Eq. (3.2) and 
is written
Ze =  ( m * ) l /2 e /e  . (3.5)
The W annier formalism clearly implies the absence of any short-ranged 
potentials. This formalism has traditionally been applied to large radius 
excitons, especially to  those Coulomb states of various layered 
semiconductors [4] and the solid rare gases [1,2]. The inability of the 
W annier m ethod to describe the first exciton of neon, however, is well- 
known [1,2,14]. This has been attributed to the radius of the n =  1 exciton 
o f neon being smaller than the lattice spacing [16]. In this situation, then, 
the concept of a dielectric screening between the electron and hole may not 
be valid. H erm anson and Philips [16] have attem pted to explain this small 
radius (n =  1) exciton (for all of the rare gas solids) in terms of central-cell 
corrections, in which the electron/hole interaction is substantially modified 
by both  "particles" being confined within a unit cell. These corrections are 
quite small for Ar, Kr, and Xe [1]. The W annier form ula [cf. Eq. (3.4)], 
then, is thought to be approximately correct for the n = 1 excitons of Ar, Kr 
and Xe. It, however, fails completely for the first exciton of neon.
The inability of the W annier formula to fit the first exciton of neon 
has led to doubts concerning the overall validity of this approach [14,17-
20]. In the late 1970's, Resca and R esta [17-20] assumed that the solid rare 
gas excitons are perturbed atomic Rydberg states (and, therefore, that the 
entire exciton series is a perturbed atomic Rydberg series). They then 
developed a quantum  defect m ethod for describing excitons. In fact, the 
Resca-Resta model is simply a quantum  defect theoretic realization of the 
Frenkel picture. These workers view the exciton as an excitation localized 
to  one particular atom, w here the quantum  defect results from  atomic-based 
non-Coulombic interactions. This is an interm ediate model in the sense that 
it is used to describe all excitons of the series, both large radius and small 
radius. It, therefore, purports to provide a juncture between the W annier 
formalism and the Frenkel picture. It will be dem onstrated later that the 
approach of Resca and R esta is flawed. (For an extensive discussion of 
"intermediate" excitons, see Ref. 12 of Saile and Koch [48]. In this 
discussion, Bassani, et. al. devised an ab initio integral equation approach to 
"intermediate" excitons in which the binding energy is ascribed to both a 
Coulomb com ponent and a repulsive orthogonalization component. These 
results imply a full correspondence between the atomic Rydberg transitions 
and the valence excitons for neon.)
The above overview was given to dem onstrate the controversies 
surrounding the nature of solid rare gas excitons and excitons in general. 
N either the Frenkel nor the W annier models provide an accurate description 
o f these excitons. The purpose of the rem ainder of this dissertation will be 
first to quantify the faults of the above-mentioned models via a careful data 
evaluation. A  novel empirical quantum  defect approach will then be 
advanced to describe the excitons. This quantum  defect approach will be 
discussed in section 2. In section 3, the term  value/band gap correlative 
approach [14] will be introduced to further explicate the controversies
surrounding both the Frenkel picture and the W annier formalism. This 
correlative technique will provide further evidence in favor of the present 
quantum  defect approach and, in section 4, the physical meaning of these 
quantum  defects will be partially extracted via the results from  sections 2 
and 3. Section 5 provides a summary of the chapter.
Before proceeding to give empirical arguments, the data sets used must 
first be justified and critiqued in the next section. An extensive literature 
review of a large set of exciton data taken in the period 1959-1984 is also 
presented.
1. D A TA  BACK G RO U ND
(i) Overview
The optical excitation energies of the solid rare gas excitons used 
throughout this work were predominantly m easured by the two-photon 
photoemission experiments of Bernstorff and Saile [10]. The results of this 
most recently-developed technique are in accord with the optical absorption
[21,22] and reflection [22] measurem ents of Saile and Koch. Any data which 
w ere unavailable from the two-photon photoemission experiments were 
therefore taken from  references [21] and [22]. These missing data, 
however, were sparse. All of these experiments were perform ed during the 
period 1975-1984 and represent "state-of-the-art" m easurem ents. There 
exists, however, a great deal of data [24-36] m easured during the twenty 
year period preceeding 1977. This data set, which consists of absorption, 
reflection and electron energy loss m easurements, was not explicitly used in 
this work. These early m easurem ents generally lie within the experim ental 
e rror of the present data and, in some cases, agree identically. In a few 
instances, however, the earlier data totally disagree with the present data. 
The reasons for this disparate situation is that the m easurem ents m ade prior 
to  the mid 1970's were perform ed by relatively crude techniques, external 
factors such as film thickness and surface roughness were unaccounted for, 
and the m easurem ents were sometimes improperly deconvoluted. In what 
follows, the absorption, reflection and electron energy loss m easurem ents 
prior to  1977 will, respectively, be briefly critiqued. Also, the two-photon 
photoemission technique [10,23] used in obtaining the exciton excitation 
energies and band gaps will be discussed. In concluding this section, we will 
present a discussion of the tem perature dependence of the exciton data.
(ii) Critique of Earlier Experim ents
The first optical m easurem ents perform ed on the solid rare  gases were 
absorption experiments [24-26]. The first such experim ent was done on solid 
argon by Nelson and H artm an [24] in 1959. Only two very broad bands were 
detected  in the energy range between 7.5 and 13 eV, and only one of these 
bands actually corresponded to an excitonic feature, namely, a composite of 
the n =  1 exciton of the j c =  3 /2  channel and that of the jc = 1 /2  channel. 
(See Fig. 3.1 for comparison.) This experim ent is im portant because the 
argon was solidified on a sodium salicylate phosphor w here the VUV 
radiation was converted to the visible and thereby measured. No window 
betw een the lamp and the sample was required, thus obviating any problems 
associated with the 11.7 eV  frequency cut-off of the lithium fluoride window.
A  similar technique was employed by Baldini [25] in his seminal study 
of the excitons of argon, krypton and xenon. H e was restricted to a cutoff 
of 14 eV  due to his source (a hydrogen discharge). A high differential 
pum ping capacity was required to  prevent hydrogen from contaminating the 
solid and forming, in essence, a doped insulator. Scattering losses due to 
the light passing through the phosphor were not studied, as neither were the 
effects of surface excitons and film thickness. Baldini did, however, 
consider the effects of annealing the film, and he also perform ed a 
tem perature  study. M ost of the absorption [24-26], reflection [27,29-32] and 
electron energy loss [33-35] experiments suffer from the fact that either 
some or all of the above experim ental conditions were not considered.
The first reflection experim ent was perform ed by Beaglehole [27] in 
1965 on solid xenon at 130 K. The data obtained from this particular 
experim ent, as well as most of the early reflection work [29-32], were not 
properly deconvoluted by a Kramers-Kronig analysis [28]. Discussion of this
topic is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, it need only be 
m entioned that a reflection spectrum  does not necessarily follow exactly the 
corresponding absorption spectrum: the reflection spectrum  m ust be 
deconvoluted by a Kram ers-Kronig analysis [28].
M easurem ents were also perform ed by electron energy loss techniques 
[33-35]. These methods rely on a reasonably accurate determ ination of the 
film thickness and require a reliable Kramers-Kronig type analysis. Many 
inaccuracies are inherent in this approach, thus leading to uncertainties of 
the order of ±  0.08 eV  [33] in the determ ination of the excitation energies.
In the absorption (and reflection) data of Saile [21] and of Saile and 
Koch [22], extensive experim ental precautions were undertaken, thereby 
leading to an uncertainty in the determ ination of the exciton energies of 
±  0.01 eV. Saile and Koch [21-22] employed highly tunable and intense 
synchrotron radiation. These investigators studied both annealed and 
unannealed samples, surface excitons and the effects of changing film 
thickness on the excitation energy. The reflection spectra were 
deconvoluted by a Kramers-Kronig analysis and the deconvoluted spectra 
agreed with the absorption data [22]. The agreem ent betw een these data and 
that of the two-photon photoemission technique of Bernstorff and Saile
[10,23] further validated the use of both data sets in the present work.
For an extensive review of the data m easured prior to 1977, see 
Sonntag [2].
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(iii) Two-Photon Photoemission Experim ents
The solid rare gas excitons have been extensively studied by the W annier 
form ula [cf. Eq. (3.4)], where both  B and E g  were determ ined by a best fit to 
the excitation energies E n . Since 1984, however, an independent m easurem ent of 
the band gap energy has been perform ed for solid neon, argon, krypton and 
xenon via the technique of two-photon photoemission [10,23]. The band gap 
energy is simply the energy required to excite an electron from the topm ost 
filled valence band to the bottom  of the conduction band. The remaining hole is 
a quasiparticle and possesses a total angular momentum of j c =  3 /2  ( ^ 3 / 2 ) or j c 
=  1 /2  (2p-j_/2 ). Because of spin-orbit coupling, the degeneracy of the hole state 
is split such that the ^ P \/2  level is energetically higher than that of the 2P3^  
level by an am ount approximately equal to the atomic spin-orbit splitting A [2].
As will becom e apparant in the following discussion, the two-photon 
photoemission m ethod yields an independent determ ination of only the lowest 
band gap energy (i.e., E q  referring to the 2P 3^  core hole level), those exciton 
energies for states convergant to  the / 2  core hole, and those exciton energies 
for states convergant to the / 2  core hole which lie energetically below the 
lowest E g -
This two-color technique works on the following basis. Two light sources 
w ere used [10,23]: (a) tunable synchrotron radiation em itted from  the DORIS 
II storage ring located at HASYLAB (in Hamburg, Germ any) and (b) a  pulsed dye 
laser which was pum ped by a nitrogen laser. Surface charge was placed on both 
solid neon and argon to ensure that the photoemission threshold E th  is greater 
than the photoconduction threshold E q -
In order to m easure the excitation energies E n, the laser was tuned to  a 
frequency sufficient to cause photoemission from an exciton state, but 
insufficient to cause direct photoemission. Steps in the photoemission cross-
section thereby resulted when the synchrotron is tuned to the excitation energy 
of an exciton.
T o m easure the photoemission from excited electrons located at the bottom  
of the conduction band (and, thereby, to m easure E g ) , it was necessary to 
minimize the exciton photoemission. This was done by tuning the laser to longer 
wavelengths than that used for the exciton measurements. The laser, however, 
must have sufficient energy to photoem it an electron from the bottom  of the 
conduction band into the vacuum level. Bernstorff and Saile [10,23] tuned the 
laser such that a scanning of the synchrotron radiation through the "forbidden 
gap" region yielded no signal due to exciton photoemission. A t high enough 
synchrotron radiation energy, a sharp increase in the photocurrent was observed 
for each solid. The energy of the synchrotron radiation at the onset of 
photoemission was identified with the band gap energy [10,23]. Clearly, the 
higher band gap energy, which refers to the ^ ? \ /2  core hole level, and those 
excitonic features which lie higher in energy than E g  (and converge to the 
2 P i/2  core hole level), cannot be m easured by this technique. The photoemission 
signals from  these features are indistinguishable from those resulting from  the 
emission of electrons from  the conduction band at energies greater than or equal
to Eg -
The above two-color technique is highly precise and accurate. The band 
gaps and excitation energies which were m easured by this technique are used 
throughout the rem ainder of this dissertation. These data provide a natural way 
o f computing term  values without a m odel-dependent extrapolation of the exciton 
series. In fact, since both E g  and E n are measured independently of each other, 
T n is considered to be experimentally determined.
In Table 3.1, the excitation energies of the excitons convergant to the 
^ 3/ 2  core hole of neon, argon, krypton and xenon, and those convergant to
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Table 3.1
EXCITATION EN ERG IES O F T H E  SOLID R A R E  GAS EXCITONS3
Ne (3/2) Ne (1 /2 )
2PPb AC 2PPb AC
n = 1 17.34 17.36 17.46 17.50
2 20.25 20.25 20.31 20.36
3 20.95 20.94 21.03 21.02
4 21.19 * 21.29
5 21.32
A r (3 /2 ) A r ( 1/ 2 )
2PPb____________ AC__ 2PPb A c
n =  1 12.06 12.06 12.20 12.24
2 13.57 13.57 13.75 13.75
3 13.89 13.87 14.05 14.07
4 ----- 13.97
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Table 3.1 (continued)
K r (3/2)
2PPb AC
n =  1 10.17 10.17
2 11.23 11.23
3 11.43 11.44
4 11.51 11.52
Xe (3/2)
2PPb A c
n =  1 8.35 8.37
2 9.07 9.07
3 9.22 9.21
4 — 9.235
a in eV.
b Two-photon photoemission m easurem ents of Bernstorff [10]. 
c Absorption (and reflection) m easurem ents of Saile and Koch [21,22].
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the 2 p jy 2  core hole of neon and argon are presented. These data refer to both 
the two-photon photoemission (2PP) experiments of Bernstorff and Saile [10], and 
to the absorption (and reflection) experiments of Saile and Koch [21,22]. The 
uncertainties in the determ ination of these excitation energies are ±  0.01 eV  for 
all excitons except those of xenon, where the uncertainties are ±  0.02 eV  for n =
2, 3 and 4 and ±0.07 eV for n =  1.
In Table 3.2, the band gaps, as determ ined by the two-photon 
photoem ission m ethod [10,23], are presented for the ^ P j j i  core holes of neon, 
argon, krypton and xenon. These are given with their respective experim ental 
uncertainties. The band gaps relevant to the ^ \ f 2  core hole level are com puted 
by simply adding the spin-orbit splitting to the experim entally-determ ined E q .
T he spin-orbit splitting betw een the ^ ? \J 2  and the ^ 3  j 2  holes is not easily 
deduced from  experim ent [2]. Estim ates from various experiments [2] are, 
however, available and yield values for the solid state spin-orbit splitting nearly 
identical to those known for the atoms. The spin-orbit splitting for solid neon 
is taken to be 0.09 ±  0.01 eV [2] while that for solid argon is given by 0.20 eV
[2]. D ue to the lack of data, the excitons convergant to the ^ P i /2  core hole 
level o f solids krypton and xenon are not discussed in this dissertation.
Table 3.2 
BAND G A P EN ERG IES, E q  a’b
Ne (3 /2) 
Ne ( l / 2 ) c 
A r (3 /2 ) 
A r ( l / 2 ) c 
K r (3 /2 ) 
Xe (3 /2 )
91 /i 0+0.04 41-48 -0 .0 8
21 5 7 + 0 *05 z i . j i  _ o.o9
14.15 ±0.05 
14.35 ±0.05 
11.59 ±0.03 
9.29 ±0 . 0 2
a in eV.
b  N e (3/2), A r (3/2), Kr (3 /2 ) and Xe (3 /2 ) band gaps m easured by the two- 
photon photoemission technique of B ernstorff and Saile [10,23]. 
c N e (1 /2 ) and A r (1 /2 ) band gaps were obtained from  those m easured for, 
respectively, Ne (3 /2 ) and A r (3 /2 ) by addition of spin-orbit splittings [2].
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(iv) T em perature D ependence of the D ata
The excitation energies and band gaps show a dependence upon 
tem perature. This dependence is relatively small for solid neon [22], argon 
[21,25] and krypton [21,25]. Extensive studies perform ed on solid xenon, 
however, show a m ore substantial tem perature dependence [32,36]. Both the 
excitation and band gap energies show a linear decrease with decreasing num ber 
density (and, therefore, with increasing tem perature). This behavior cannot be 
attributed to phonon scattering [32] since this process cannot account for the 
smooth variation with tem perature down to near zero Kelvin. This decrease with 
tem perature is attributable to the increase in lattice constant with increasing 
tem perature as expressed within the context of deform ation potentials [37]. This 
is a complex phenom enon affecting both the bulk dielectric constant and the 
exciton effective mass. It suffices to note that this phenom enon occurs and will 
be relevant in situations where the term  value must be com puted from  the 
independently m easured quantities E n and E q - The band gaps used here were 
m easured at 7K for neon, 7K for argon, 30K for krypton and 38K for xenon [10]. 
The two-photon photoemission exciton yields, by contrast, were m easured at 7K 
for neon and at 20K for argon, krypton and xenon [10]. Although there is some 
disagreem ent in tem peratures betw een the m easurem ents of E q  and E n for argon 
and krypton, the tem perature effect, as previously mentioned, is m inor with 
respect to these two systems [21,22]. The 18K difference in tem perature 
betw een the two m easurem ents for xenon has been found to be negligible upon a 
careful data analysis [32]. A  100K - 140K difference between these 
m easurem ents, however, may cause a drastic error (e.g., ±  0.10 eV) in the 
evaluation of term  values [32,36], This, however, is not the situation here.
2. Q U A N TU M  D EFEC T M ETH O D
W e now present an empirical quantum  defect m ethod which describes the 
excitons of all of the solid rare gases.
(i) The Problem
Both the Frenkel [11] and the W annier [12] models are traditionally used to 
describe excitons [1,2]. Calculations using the Frenkel picture have been 
perform ed (for a review, see references [2,7,8,13]) but are difficult to com pare 
directly to experiment. The W annier formalism provides the easiest juncture 
with experiment through Eq. (3.4). Before the provision of independently 
m easured band gaps, Eq. (3.4) was used to determ ine both B and E q : That is, 
these param eters were empirically derived. Even though E g  was not 
experimentally accessible, the W annier formula was thought to provide a 
reasonable description of excitons. Indeed, this tw o-param eter equation was 
thought to yield an acceptable fit to the spectra of argon, krypton and xenon
[1,2,23].
O ne of these param eters, namely E g , is the limit of the exciton series 
and, as described in the previous section, has recently been m easured 
independently [10,23]. A  re-evaluation of Eq. (3.4) using the m easured band 
gaps and excitation energies obtained via the two-photon photoemission 
technique [10,23] is now in order. The results of this re-evaluation are 
reported  later in this chapter with respect to the empirical quantum  defect 
method.
The problems which led to the present analysis are long-standing and stem 
from  the inability of the W annier formalism to describe the neon exciton series 
[17-20,23]. Specifically, the W annier formula cannot simultaneously model the 
first (n =  1) exciton and all of the remaining members of this series (n > 2). Using 
an effective Rydberg constant of B = 4.95 eV, Eq. (4.4) provides an adequate fit
for the n > 2 excitons of neon for both channels. However, this value of B yields 
a binding energy for the first exciton of 4.95 eV, while the experimentally 
m easured binding energy for the n = 1 exciton (jc = 3 /2) is 4.14 eV [10]. This 
discrepency of approximately 0.8 eV is pronounced and has been the source of 
much discussion [2,16-20,23].
Neon has been a particular challenge to theoreticians for many years. It 
has been  proposed that the n =  1 exciton of neon should be described by a 
model interm ediate between the W annier formalism and the Frenkel picture [16- 
20,23]. This "intermediate" exciton model should incorporate facets of both of 
the tradiational viewpoints.
O ne such model, as advanced by H erm anson and Philips [16], views the n = 
1 exciton as possessing such a small average (Bohr) radius that the 
electron/hole pair is essentially confined within one unit cell. The interaction 
betw een the electron and hole is not simply a screened Coulomb potential 
because of the small size of the exciton (Bohr) radius. The effect of dielectric 
screening becomes less clear when the effective range of the electron/hole 
interaction is of the order of one lattice spacing. These authors [16] treated  
this small-r region separately from  the bulk and denoted the corresponding 
corrections to the energy and wavefunction as central-cell corrections.
Quantitative estimation of the central-cell correction for neon can be 
a ttem pted via the introduction o f a small quantum defect for the n = 1 exciton. 
Specifically, the W annier form ula is replaced by the following equation
E n = E g  - B /(n -/^n )2 , (3 .
where /«n is a general state-dependent quantum  defect and B is the effective 
Rydberg constant. Eq. (3.6) can then be used to model neon (with B =  4.95 eV)
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by defining a non-zero quantum  defect for the n =  1 state only, such that
The conditions (3.7) yield the best fit to neon by using the param eters B and 
/x. The interpretation behind this ansatz is valid only if it is assumed that the 
wavefunctions for the states n >  2 do not penetrate  the central cell region. In 
the language of QDT, this central cell region is also known as the reaction zone. 
Since these states are of s-symmetry, it is unrealistic to  believe that no 
penetration into the reaction zone occurs. It is therefore not reasonable to 
define a non-zero quantum  defect for one state and zero quantum  defects for 
the remaining states.
A nother "intermediate" exciton theory has been proposed by Resca and 
R esta [17-20] in which all of the excitons of each series for solid neon, argon, 
krypton and xenon have been  in terpreted as "intermediate" excitons. These 
excitons are "intermediate" in the sense that the excitation is viewed as being 
localized to  one atomic site for both  the large and small radius excitons. This is 
congruent with the Frenkel picture, w here the exciton is treated as a perturbed 
atom ic state. The Frenkel picture has been  useful in identifying isolated 
transitions in solid hydrocarbons [3]; however, this idea now is transferrable to 
an entire series in which the exciton series is treated  as a wholly perturbed 
atomic Rydberg series. Since Rydberg states are usually handled within Q D T 
(e.g., see C hapter II for details), Resca and R esta [17-20] proposed a quantum  
defect m ethod for excitons which incorporates the atomic non-Coulombic 
potentials in terms of a (general) state-dependent quantum  defect Mn-
Resca and Resta [17-20] in terpret the exciton as a perturbed Rydberg state
0 ; n > 2 .
V- 5 n = 1
(3.7)
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such that the excitonic radial Schrodinger equation may be written (for 1 =  0) as
[(-fl2/2m *)d2/dr2 +  U n(r)J .»n(r) = -Tn .)n ( r ) , (3 -8)
where
U n(r) =
Vns ( r ) ; r < r 0S
e2 / e r ; r -*» ,
Tn = B /(n -^ n )2
and
B = (m * /e2)R  .
Resca and R esta then m ade the assumption that the solid state non-Coulombic 
potential VnS(r) is identical to the atomic non-Coulombic potential VnA (r) and 
tha t VnA (r) can be approxim ated by a constant Cn such that
Vns ( r ) : =  VnA (r) =  cn .
N ote that the non-Coulombic potential is state-dependent. Cn is determ ined for 
each Rydberg state n upon a solution of the atomic radial Schrodinger equation 
com m ensurate with a comparison to the known atomic Rydberg term  values. The 
corresponding atomic quantum  defects were found to be slightly state-dependent 
for low-n, and to converge rapidly to their limiting value [17-20].
In order to com pute the term  values Tn> Resca and R esta choose r0^ = 
rQA, the atomic cut-off radius. They solved Eq. (3.8) com m ensurate with the 
logarithmic boundary conditions as modified by the screening of the Coulomb 
field, m* was treated as an adjustable param eter and was varied until a 
consistent value for E g  could be determ ined (for all of the states) from  the 
equation
E n =  E g  - B/(n-/<n )2
by a comparison with the experim ental values {En }. The output param eters 
w ere then E g , B and {//n }, w here the {/xn } are the excitonic quantum  defects.
Having no other data available, Resca and R esta used directly the 
excitation energies for neon as obtained from  a reflection experim ent [22,48]. 
The reflection data were not deconvoluted by a Kramers-Kronig analysis and, 
therefore, the peak positions did not agree with the actual excitation energies 
[48]. In effect, the original quantum  defect approach was able to fit correctly 
the reflection spectrum  but not the m ore relevant absorption data. For neon, 
the value of E q  obtained by Resca and R esta lies outside of the experim ental 
uncertainty of the m easured value [10,23].
It is interesting to note that the Resca-Resta approach is similar to the 
original quantum  defect theory as applied to solid lithium by W igner and Seitz 
[38]. Indeed, quantum  defect theory was actually first derived for application to 
solid state problems [38-39].
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(ii) The Empirical Quantum  D efect A pproach
In the previous section, various attem pts at constructing a quantum  defect 
theory for excitons were analyzed. In this section, an empirical quantum  defect 
approach to excitons of the solid rare gases is developed.
We now analyze the exciton data and attem pt to solve the previously 
discussed controversies surrounding the W annier and Frenkel pictures in the 
context of a quantum  defect approach.
Let us explore the possibility that the solid rare gas excitons, especially 
those of neon, can be explained in terms of short-ranged potentials V (r) such 
that the following radial Schrodinger equation is operative (for 1 = 0)
[(-■fi2/2m*)d2/dr2 - e2 /e r +  V(r)] .?n(r) = -Tn r>n(r) , (3.9)
w here
T n =  B /(n -/t)2, n =  1,2,3,... . (3.10)
The quantum  defect, which reflects the influence of V(r), may be a constant for 
a given series. The possibility, however, of an energy-dependent quantum  defect 
will also be explored by the following empirical technique.
In Eq. (3.10), the effective Rydberg constant B is treated as an unknown 
param eter (defined by Eq. (3.3)) which can be empirically determ ined. The values 
of both B and n are a priori unknown but are related to the term  value by Eq. 
(3.10), where, again,
Tn = E g  - E n .
The effective quantum  num ber vn is defined by [40]
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rn =  n - n , (3 .11)
where
| /t|<l . (3.12)
By Eq. (3.10), therefore,
«'n =  (B /T n ) l / 2  . (3.13)
A  plot of vn versus n should yield a straight line with unit slope and an 
in tercept defining the constant quantum  defect [cf. Eq. (3.11)]; however, /'n is 
unknown since B is not yet determ ined. Furtherm ore, B is not expected to be 
the same for each solid or even for each channel. However, assuming the 
validity of the quantum  defect approach of Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.13) [i.e., with n 
a constant], a plot of Tn ' v e r s u s  n should yield a straight line
Tn -l/2  =  an +  b , (3.14)
where
aB 1/ 2 =  1 (3.15a)
and
bB1/ 2 = - f i  . (3.15b)
Any energy-independent quantum  defect description of excitons [cf. Eq. (3.10)] 
will rely on the validity of the linear fit given by Eq. (3.14).
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In Fig. 3.3, we plot Tn"V 2 versus n for, respectively, Ne (3/2), Ne (1/2),
A r (3/2), A r (1/2), Kr (3/2), and Xe (3/2). D ata analysis via Eq. (3.14) involves 
independently measurable term  values and is, therefore, model independent. Each 
series, converging to the respective cationic core hole levels / 2  or ^ P l / 2 )> 
was handled separately. That is, single-channel quantum  defect theory was 
employed.
The resultant fits [cf. Fig. 3.3] are remarkably linear and possess non­
zero intercepts. These results validate a description of the solid rare gas 
excitons in terms of an energy-independent quantum  defect for each series.
Any possible energy-dependence of the quantum  defects (which would lead to a 
non-linear fit) are undetectable (to within the uncertainty of the data) and are, 
therefore, considered to be unim portant in the solid rare gas excitons.
Notice that the error bars in these plots progressively increase with n, 
w hereas the error for n =  1 is exceedingly small when com pared with that for 
higher n. It is im portant that Eq. (3.14) describe a line which passes through all 
of the erro r bars and, simultaneously, gives a best fit to the points. A  straight 
line satisfying Eq. (3.14) was com puted for each of these plots by perform ing a 
weighted linear least squares analysis, where each weighting factor is determ ined 
by the size of the error bars. A  large uncertainty assigns a relatively small 
weight to a point while, conversely, a small uncertainty assigns a relatively large 
weight to a  point.
The uncertainty in the determ ination of a term  value reflects the 
experim ental uncertainties in both  the excitation energy and the band gap.
The uncertainty in the term  value, however, is predominantly due to the 
experim ental uncertainty related with the band gap determ ination [10,23]. (See 
Table 3.2 for details.) This is due to the fact that the exciton binding energies 
are very small and represent the difference between two large numbers, E n and
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FIG U R E  3.3 Tn" l/2  (eV '1 /2 ) versus n for those excitons convergant to  the 
2P3 J2 core hole level of Ne, Ar, K r and Xe, and for those 
excitons convergant to the ^ P i /2  core hole level of Ne and Ar. 
D ata  taken from: (•) Bernstorff [10]; (A ) Saile and Koch [21- 
22]; (o) signifies agreem ent betw een the two-photon 
photoemission data [10] and the absorption and reflection data 
[21-22].
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E q . In fact, E n (for large n) may fall within the range of the m easured band 
gap. This situation is accentuated when computing Tn V ^. Indeed, for small 
binding energies (i.e., large n), the errors associated with Tn ' l / 2  are quite large.
The slopes and intercepts were com puted by this m ethod and processed via 
Eq. (3.15) to  obtain the quantum  defects
/.i = -b /a
and the effective Rydberg constants
B = l/a2 ,
which are reported, respectively, in Tables (3.3 and 3.4).
If the W annier formalism were valid, there would be no short-ranged non- 
Coulombic interactions, and, in consequence, n  would be 0. This is clearly not 
the case. In Table 3.4 we draw a comparison between B resulting from  the 
present analysis [20], from the W annier analysis [29] and from the original 
quantum  defect analysis of Resca and Resta [17-20]. The relatively close 
agreem ent of B betw een the present empirical approach and the W annier 
treatm ent is apparent.
The m ajor fault with the W annier interpretation of these excitons is that 
the W annier form ula was generally m odeled with the "higher" excitons (i.e., n > 2) 
[1,2]. U nfortunately, these "higher" excitons are shown by the present empirical 
analysis to possess the most experim ental uncertainty. The W annier prediction 
(using the effective Rydberg constants given in Table 3.4) is not shown in Fig.
3.3, but for neon, argon and xenon, the W annier line failed to fit through the 
erro r bar of the n = 1 exciton. This is expected for neon; however, it is
Table 3.3
EX CITON Q U A N TU M  D EFEC TSa
jc = 3 /2 jc =  1 /2
Ne -0.153 -0.202
A r -0.114 -0.142
Kr -0.007 „ „ b
Xe + 0.093 __„b
a As evaluated by the empirical quantum defect approach [cf. section 2 (ii) for 
details].
b  In the case of Kr and Xe, too few excitons are observed to perm it a 
quantum  defect evaluation of the j c =  1 /2  excitons.
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Table 3.4
EFFEC TIV E RY D B ERG  CONSTANTS3
jc — 3 /2  jc — 1/2
Present Resca & Present Resca &
W ork W annier R estac W ork W annier R estac
Ne 5.51 4.95C 8.58 5.95 4.95c 8.58
A r 2.59 2.3b 3.06 2.81 2.3b 3.06
Kr 1.44 1.4b 1.65 ...d 1.4b 1.61
Xe 0.78 0.8b 0.94 ...d 0.8b 0.94
a in eV.
b from  ref. [29]. 
c from  ref. [17-20].
d In the case of K r and Xe, too few excitons are observed to perm it a 
quantum  defect evaluation of the j c =  1 /2  excitons.
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surprising for xenon, since this solid has always been expected to yield the 
closest agreem ent with the W annier formula [1,2]. The reason why the W annier 
formalism has been successful in modeling the higher excitons is that the effect 
of the non-Coulombic potential (for these higher states) is difficult to detect 
since the binding energies are so low. These non-Coulombic effects, however, 
are most evident for the n =  1 excitons, since these possess the highest binding 
energies.
The quantum  defect is negative for neon, argon and krypton, and is 
positive for xenon. We regard the exciton quantum  defect as a gauge to the 
short ranged potential V (r) that is referenced to the screened Coulombic 
potential. W hen p. =  0, then, the exciton binding energy is simply that given by 
the screened Coulombic potential (i.e., V(r) = 0). W hen, however, /t > 0 
(respectively, n<0 ) the exciton binding energy is greater than (respectively, less 
than) that as given by the screened Coulombic potential. Consequently, in the 
form er case V (r) is dominantly attractive (i.e., V (r) < 0) while, in the latter case 
V (r) is dominantly repulsive (i.e., V(r) > 0). The general trend and sign change of 
these quantum  defects indicate a competition between attractive and repulsive 
com ponents of the total non-Coulombic potential. These trends will be discussed 
later in this work.
Since these quantum  defects are entirely different from  those evaluated by 
Resca and R esta [17-20] and, also, from  the atomic values [41] (see, also,
C hapter II), it is clear that these excitons do not possess atomic parentage in 
any simple perturbational sense. The Frenkel picture does not, therefore, 
properly describe the solid rare gas excitons. Furtherm ore, the effective 
Rydberg constants presented by Resca and Resta [17-20] differ substantially 
from  those evaluated by the present empirical approach. This is shown in Table
3.4.
A t this point, it is necessary to m ention that Resca and R esta [20] have 
perform ed an extrapolation of the Rydberg formula with reference to the solid 
rare  gas excitons to obtain a constant /.(. for the series, an effective Rydberg 
constant and the band gap energy. Since E g  was experimentally unknown to 
these investigators, only E n was used to obtain the output param eters. An 
independent determ ination of the uncertainty in each point was, therefore, 
inaccessible. Resca and Resta reported these results only for the excitons of 
solid neon [20], in which the reflection spectrum was directly used. The 
resultant band gap fell ou- side the uncertainty of the m easured value [10,23].
W e applied this extrapolation m ethod to each of the exciton series (i.e., the s- 
series of Ne, Ar, K r and Xe) by using only the recently m easured excitation 
energies [10,21-22]. The resultant band gaps were found, in all cases, to lie 
outside of the experim ental uncertainty of the m easured E q [ 10,23]. This failure 
occurred because no proper accounting of the weighting factors for each point 
was considered.
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(iii) A  Com m ent About the Effective Rydberg Constant
From  Table 3.4, note that the effective Rydberg constant B, as obtained 
through the empirical quantum  defect approach, differs betw een the two exciton 
series for both neon and argon. Namely, B jy 2 > B3J2 for these solids. Both the 
W annier formalism and the m ethod of Resca and R esta predict that B jy2  =  ®3/2- 
The effective Rydberg constant is defined by Eq. (3.3). Both the dielectric 
constant e and the electron effective mass m e* are independent of w hether the 
exciton series is convergant to the ^ 3^  core hole level or the ^ P i / 2  core hole 
level. Since B 1 /2  > B3 / 2 , then, the hole effective mass m^* must differ between 
the two angular m omentum states. The mobility of a hole of angular m om entum  
j c =  3 /2  is then greater than that of a hole of angular m om entum  jc =  1/2, 
namely, m^* (jc = 1/2) >  mh * (jc = 3/2).
The following tentative explanation of this effect is proposed. For 
semiconductors and insulators, the isotropic effective mass of the hole lying in 
the valence band and that of the conduction band electron are both determ ined 
by k.p perturbation theory, where the m om entum  matrix elem ents betw een the 
conduction band and the valence band are responsible for the differing effective 
masses betw een the electron and the hole. (A  detailed discussion of this is 
found in Callaway [6]. Only the basic results are presented here for the two- 
band m odel [6 ].) It is known that the conduction band and valence band 
interact via m omentum m atrix elem ents [6 ], From  this, it is found that the 
resultant effective mass of the hole in the two-band model should vary (nearly) 
proportionally with the band gap energy. A  large band gap semiconductor should 
then possess a greater effective mass than a small band gap sem iconductor [6].
For our specific problem, the band gap for a j c = 1 /2  hole lying in the 
valence band is larger than that for a j c =  3 /2  hole. By assuming now that the 
m om entum  matrix elements betw een the lowest conduction band and the deeper-
lying valence band (i.e., the ^P \J2  core hole level) are identical to those between 
the lowest conduction band and the ^P^ /2  core hole level, then, by the simple 
argum ents given above, m^* should be slightly larger for the ^ P \ /2  hole than for 
the 2p 3^  hole. The proportionality m fc * ^  =  l /2 ) /m h * ( jc = 3 /2 ) should scale 
roughly as E q  (jc = l /2 ) /E o ( jc  = 3/2). From  Table 3.4, this pattern  is seen in 
going from  neon to argon; however, no general trend could be established due to 
the lack of data for krypton and xenon.
N o experim ental data from  hole mobility m easurem ents are available to 
validate our results [15]. Comparisons with calculations can be made. In many 
calculations, however, the spin-orbit splitting of the core hole is neglected [2 ,6 - 
8], In one relativistic calculation, by Reilly [42], the m om entum  matrix elements 
w ere considered and m h*(jc =  1/2) was found to be greater than mj1*(jc =  3/2). 
It must be mentioned, however, that this calculation [42] actually gives 
inaccurate results for the exciton energies; therefore, although this calculation 
should not be taken too seriously, it does indicate that the hole effective masses 
can differ for the two angular m om entum  states, j c =  3 /2  and jc =  1/2.
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3. TE R M  V A LU E/B A N D  GAP EN E R G Y  CORRELA TIO N S
(i) Overview
The variation of the exciton binding energy (i.e., the term  value) for a 
fixed state across the series of solids Ne, Ar, K r and Xe is now investigated.
This is an intercorrelative approach in contrast to the intracorrelative empirical 
quantum  defect m ethod which was discussed in section 2. For ease of 
comparison with the atomic results of C hapter II, we now relabel the exciton 
index n(n') as j(j').
Linear term  value/band gap energy correlations of the form
Tj(M) = ajSE o(M ) + bjS (3.16)
have recently been dem onstrated for the solid rare gas excitons [14]. In Eq.
(3.16), the state j is fixed while the solid rare gas moiety M  is varied. These 
correlations are presented in Figs. (3.4 and 3.5) for, respectively, the excitons 
convergant to  the j 2  core hole level and the excitons convergant to the 
^ P i / 2  core hole level. These linear correlations suggest that the exciton binding 
energy varies smoothly across the "valence isoelectronic" solid rare gas series.
In this case, "valence isoelectronic" implies that the topm ost filled valence band 
of each solid is isoelectronic with that of the other rare gas solids. Indeed, the 
topm ost filled valence band of each rare gas solid is form ed by the overlap of 
the highest occupied p-orbitals of the rare gas atoms.
These correlations have been perform ed for the Rydberg states of the rare 
gas atoms. This was discussed in the third section of C hapter II, where it was 
m entioned that a theoretical ansatz exists for handling the atomic correlations 
[43]. No such theoretical derivation of Eq. (3.16) exists for the excitons and, in 
this section, we do not purport to give one. We intend, instead, to address the
FIGURE 3.4 Term  value Tj versus band gap E q  for excitons convergant to 
the 2P3 j 2  core hole level. A dapted from ref. [14].
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FIGURE 3.5 Term  value Tj> versus band gap E q ' for excitons convergant to 
the 2P j / 2  core hole level. A dapted from  ref. [14].
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atom ic parentage controversy by means of these correlations. This section is 
subdivided as follows. In section 3 (ii), we examine the variation of the total 
exciton binding across the solid rare  gas isoelectronic series. From  this we are 
able to  construct arguments against both the W annier formalism and the atomic 
parentage viewpoint. In section 3 (iii), a modified intercorrelative approach is 
introduced, namely, the reduced term  value/reduced band gap energy correlations. 
From  these correlations, the variation of the non-Coulombic portion of the 
exciton binding energy across the solid rare gas isoelectronic series is examined. 
Further arguments against the W annier formalism and the atomic parentage 
viewpoint are given from  these modified correlations. Also, the nature of the 
non-Coulombic exciton potential is partly revealed through this approach.
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(ii) Exciton Term  V alue/B and G ap Energy Correlations
The linear exciton correlations of Eq. (3.16) are shown in Figs. (3.4 and 
3.5). These correlations were initially perform ed [14] as a counter argument to 
the atomic parentage viewpoint. Namely, the Frenkel picture and, more 
specifically, the quantum defect m ethod of Resca and R esta [17-20] were argued 
against [14]. Qualitative comparisons between the atomic Rydberg term 
value/ionization energy correlations and the exciton term  value/band gap energy 
correlations were made [14]. (Com pare Fig. 3.4 with Fig. 2.6, and Fig. 3.5 with 
Fig. 2.7.) It is clear that the shapes (i.e., the slopes and intercepts) between 
these correlations are different. From  this information, it was concluded [14] 
that these excitons do not possess atomic parentage. These arguments are 
qualitative in nature and are extended and quantified here.
From  Figs. (3.4 and 3.5) we see that the exciton binding energy varies 
smoothly across the isoelectronic series of solid Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe. Both ajS 
and bjS are independent of a particular moiety and therefore reflect properties 
which are common to all of the solids. Namely, to each state and for the entire 
isoelectronic series there exist two components to the total binding energy, one 
that varies with the moiety and one that is fixed and identical for each solid 
moiety. These two components are common to the entire isoelectronic series, 
where ajS gauges the variable com ponent and is expressed in dimensions of 
exciton binding energy per unit band gap energy. bj$ reflects the nature of the 
fixed (non-variable) com ponent of the total binding energy. Since the term  
value is a monotonically decreasing function of state, both ajS and bjS should 
likewise be monotonic functions of state j that converge to zero for large j.
In Fig. 3.6 we plot, on the same scale, ajS versus j and ajA  versus j, 
where ajA  is the slope of the corresponding atomic rare gas correlation. The 
{ajA} are determ ined by a least squares fit to the correlations of Fig. 2.6. Only
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FIG U R E  3.6 aj versus j for the exciton states convergant to the / 2  core 
hole level and for the Rydberg states convergant to the 
cationic core level.
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the excitons convergant to the 2p 3 j 2  core hole level are considered since too 
few data points exist for those excitons convergant to the core hole level. 
By a comparison of these plots it is clear that, for each state, the exciton 
binding energy varies m ore strongly with the solid moiety across the series than 
does the atomic Rydberg binding energy vary with the atomic moiety. This is 
true since for each j, ajS > ajA.
In Fig. 3.7 we plot both b jA  versus j and bjS versus j. {bjA} are the 
intercepts of the interatom ic term  value/ionization energy correlations. These 
intercepts result from  a least squares fit to the correlations of Fig. 2.6. Note 
tha t in Fig. 3.7, bjA  is a positive and monotonically decreasing function of j 
while bjS is a negative and monotonically increasing function of j. Also note 
that |b jA |>  |bjS | for all j. The fixed (and non-variable) com ponent of the 
binding energy for the entire isoelectronic series is then clearly of a totally 
different nature for the atoms as com pared to the solids. The non-variable 
com ponent of the total binding energy for the exciton state is certainly not 
derivable from  that com ponent for the atomic Rydberg state (at least not in a 
simple perturbational sense).
If the excitons w ere indeed perturbed atomic Rydberg states, one should 
see some similarity betw een the exciton term  value/band gap energy correlations 
and the atomic Rydberg term  value/ionization energy correlations. From  an 
analysis of the slopes and intercepts of these respective plots, no indication of 
exciton atomic parentage is found.
Finally we now show that the W annier formalism is inconsistent with the 
term  value/band  gap energy correlations. This is illustrated by the following two 
comments.
First, we know that the j =  1 (j1 = 1) exciton of neon cannot be described
FIGURE 3.7 bj (eV) versus j for the exciton states convergant to the ^  
core hole level and for the Rydberg states convergant to the 
2P3 j2  cationic core level.
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by the W annier formalism [2,10,23]. Short-ranged potentials are certainly the 
cause of this discrepency. Let us concentrate on the correlation for the first 
exciton in Figs. (3.4 and 3.5). Clearly, since the intercept b]S  is common to all 
of the solids, this correlation indicates that the non-Coulombic interactions 
exhibited in the first exciton o f neon should be found also in the first exciton 
of argon, krypton and xenon. Therefore, we predict that the W annier formula 
fails for these latter excitons as well (although it has been implicitly known
[1,16] for some time that inclusion of the j =  1 exciton of Ar, K r and Xe yields 
only an approximate fit to the W annier formula).
Second, if the W annier form ula were valid then there will exist an 
effective Rydberg constant B which will be identical to the first term  value.
By Eq. (3.16), then
B = a i^ E o  + b^S , (3.17)
and, furtherm ore, for j >  2
Tj =  ( a is / j 2 ) E o  +  (b is / j 2) . (3.18)
A  comparison between Eqs. (3.16 and 3.18) implies that
ajS =  a i s / j 2
and (3 .19)
bjS =  b i s / j 2
The above relations follow directly from the W annier formula, Eq. (3.4). 
N either the aj§ versus j plot in Fig. 3.6 nor the bjS versus j plot in Fig. 3.7 
can be reproduced by relations (3.19), however.
This intercorrelative approach is independent of the particular solid and 
refers explicitly to a particular state. For all of the solids, then, the W annier 
model has been shown to provide an invalid description of the j =  1 exciton. 
Also, the inability of Eq. (3.19) to reproduce the plots in Figs. (3.6 and 3.7) 
indicates that the W annier formula should be applied with caution to the j >2 
excitons.
(iii) Reduced Term Value/Reduced Band Gap Energy Correlations
We have com pleted an analysis of both the W annier formalism and the 
Frenkel picture in terms of correlations which are completely model- 
independent. These correlations gauge the smooth variation of the total exciton 
binding energy across the isoelectronic series of the solid rare gases. By the 
previous criticism of the W annier formalism, it is evident that short-ranged 
potentials contribute to the total exciton binding energy. This effect is most 
pronounced for the first exciton of each solid. The fact that non-Coulombic 
(i.e., short-ranged) potentials are im portant was shown by the empirical quantum  
defect approach, where the total exciton binding energy results from both a 
short-ranged potential and a screened Coulombic potential. We now desire to 
analyze the variation of the non-Coulombic portion of the exciton binding energy 
across the solid rare gas series.
Since the Coulombic portion is screened, and since this screening is 
different for each solid, the usual term  value/band gap energy correlations 
cannot be used. The non-Coulombic component, however, can be extracted from  
the total binding energy by simply dividing the term  value by the effective 
Rydberg constant B. We then define the reduced term  value by
T n : — Tn/B  (3.20)
for each exciton series, where T n represents members of a hypothetical series 
convergant to the reduced band gap Eq, which is likewise defined by
Eg : = E g / B .  (3.21)
This is analogous to the reduced ionization energy that is relevant to Rydberg
states of atoms and molecules. (For a detailed discussion of the reduced 
ionization energy concept, see Wang [44].)
From  Eq. (3.20), we see that if Tn < l /n ^ , a net repulsive non-Coulombic 
potential exists, while if T n > l /n ^ , a net attractive non-Coulombic potential 
exists. For Tn =  l/n 2 , the attractive and repulsive components cancel one 
another. (Note that these potentials are defined relative to the screened 
Coulomb field.)
In Fig. 3.8, we plot T n versus E q , where we used B as obtained from  the 
empirical quantum  defect m ethod. These effective Rydberg constants are 
presented in Table 3.4 and for Ar, K r and Xe, very close agreem ent is found 
with the W annier effective Rydberg constants. The points in Fig. 3.8 are given 
by where r n =  n -n and ju is determ ined via the empirical quantum  defect
approach [cf. Table 3.3 for a tabulation of n]. The error bars are derived from 
the experim ental uncertainty in the determ ination of Tn .
If the W annier formalism were valid, the reduced term  value for each rare  
gas solid would lie at T n =  l /n ^ . Each line would, therefore, possess a zero 
slope. This is certainly not the case, especially for the n =  1 and n = 2 
excitons.
In Fig. 3.9 we plot n2Tn versus E q . A t n2Tn =  1 there should exist a set 
o f hypothetical effective Rydberg constants for all of the solids such that the 
W annier form ula is valid and non-Coulombic potentials play no role. Above this 
line attractive non-Coulombic effects are dom inant while below this line repulsive 
effects becom e dominant. For a net attractive non-Coulombic potential n > 0 
and, therefore, n 2 /j'n2 >  l .  However, for a net repulsive non-Coulombic potential 
(j. <  0  and, therefore, n2 /( 'n2 < 1. W hen n = 0 , n 2 /r n2 = 1 and the repulsive 
com ponents cancel the attractive non-Coulombic components. This plot indicates 
that the total non-Coulombic potential can be separated into a repulsive
FIGURE 3.8 Reduced term  value T n versus reduced band gap E q  for 
excitons convergant to the 2p$ J2 core hole level.
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com ponent (which is dom inant for Ne and A r) and an attractive com ponent 
(which dom inates in Xe). By focusing on the n = 1 exciton, it is clear that the 
e rro r bars do not traverse the W annier line for neon, argon and xenon. O ur 
qualitative assignments of the nature of the potentials in these systems is, 
therefore, certain. For krypton, however, it appears that the non-Coulombic 
repulsive com ponent only slightly dom inates the attractive com ponent.
The total non-Coulombic potential for all of the solid rare gases is found to 
contain a repulsive com ponent and an attractive component. The repulsive 
com ponent dom inates for neon while the total non-Coulombic potential smoothly 
evolves into a dominantly attractive potential in going from neon to xenon. 
Furtherm ore, the intersection of all of these lines at one point indicates that, to 
within experim ental uncertainty, the total non-Coulombic potential is state- 
independent for these (low-lying) Coulomb states. This exciton behavior is 
completely at variance with the atomic Rydberg intercorrelative behavior. Thus, 
these excitons clearly do not possess atomic parentage (i.e., these are not 
perturbed atomic Rydberg states), nor are they described sufficiently by the 
W annier formalism.
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4. ON T H E  N A TU R E O F T H E  NON-COULOM BIC PO TEN TIA L
(i) Overview
By the empirical quantum  defect approach we saw that non-Coulombic 
interactions between the electron and the hole exist in addition to the screened 
Coulomb field. By the sign of the quantum  defects, the non-Coulombic potential 
is net repulsive for neon and argon, approximately zero for krypton and net 
attractive for xenon. Furtherm ore, through the term  value/band gap energy 
correlations, it is possible to assign both an attractive V /J r )  and a repulsive 
VR(r) non-Coulombic potential to each solid such that the total non-Coulombic 
potential is written
v (r) = VA(r) + VR (r) . (3 .22)
The total non-Coulombic potential V (r) is known to change sign and 
progressively become m ore attractive (or less repulsive) across the series from  
neon to xenon. From  Eq. (3.22), then, either V R (r) becomes weaker or V A (r) 
becom es stronger, or both potentials vary in going from  neon to xenon.
It is the goal of this section to quantify further the nature of the non- 
Coulombic potential across the isoelectronic series of solids. W e also examine 
the nature of the potential in going from  the 2p 3 j 2  to the ^ ? \ /2  channels of 
both neon and argon. Specifically, we explore possible reasons for the quantum  
defect to differ between the an^ the 2p j / 2  channels of both of these 
solids. The phase-am plitude m ethod [45-46] will be exploited for these tasks.
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(ii) The Phase-Am plitude M ethod [45]
W e now refer to the quantum  defects found in Table 3.3. The phase- 
am plitude m ethod has been quite useful in the com putation of scattering phase 
shifts (and cross sections) [45-46], and in providing a (partial) qualitative 
explanation of the nature of the non-Coulombic potentials that are associated 
with bound (atomic and molecular) Rydberg states [40].
This m ethod relies on the definition of a local quantum  defect function 
Mj(r) betw een a reference wavefunction and the actual wavefunction which 
includes the non-Coulombic effects. For the exciton problem, the reference 
wavefunction is that for an electron in a screened Coulombic potential
U (r) =  -(m *)1/ 2e2 /e r  .
The phase-am plitude m ethod was discussed in detail in C hapter II, where 
the (asymptotic) quantum  defect /q for a state of angular m om entum  1 was given 
by Eq. (2.15). In this chapter we do not require the explicit state dependence of 
the quantum  defect. Since the reference wavefunction is that for the screened 
hydrogen atom, the W ronskian in Eq. (2.15) is given by [45]
W  = 2 Z /tt , (3.23)
such that now
r 0
H \  = -(1 /2Z ) Jq V(r) [f](Zr) cos 5j(r) -gj(Zr) sin 5j(r)]2d r , (3.24)
where V (r) is a short-ranged potential. For very small r, the regular
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Coulomb function is of order (2Zr) * + 1 , sin oj(r) = 0 and cos 5i(r) = 1 [45].
U pon making these assumptions for small r', Eq. (3.24) reduces to
r '
/i1=0 (r) = -(2Z) JoV(r)r2dr , (3.25)
w here r' <  <  rQ. W hat is generally done next is to substitute the result from Eq. 
(3.25) into Eq. (3.24), and to integrate from r' to r0  in an iterative manner.
It is seen from  Eq. (3.25), that for a fixed V(r), the quantum  defect should 
vary proportionally with the effective charge Z, where Z  =  (m * )V 2 /e . For 
atomic Rydberg states Z  =  1, but for the excitons Z  is a function of the 
particular solid moiety Me {Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe}. In Table 3.5, we present Z  as a 
function of the solid rare gas moiety M. These values were deduced from the 
effective Rydberg constants B, which were obtained from the empirical quantum  
defect approach [for example, see Table 3.4], From  Eq. (3.25), it is seen that a 
large screening implies a relatively small quantum  defect [for a fixed V(r)]. 
Conversely, a small screening implies a relatively large quantum defect. This 
situation is due to the fact that smaller penetration of the electronic 
wavefunction into the reaction zone occurs for a larger screening (and, 
therefore, for a smaller Z).
Let us assume for the m om ent tha t we know nothing about the 
intercorrelative nature of the excitonic non-Coulombic potential V(r). We do 
know, however, the quantum defects for each exciton series. By Eq. (3.24), 
then, it is seen (by a comparison with Table 3.3) that V(r) for Ne, A r and 
K r is positive (i.e., net repulsive) and that V (r) for Xe is negative (i.e., net 
attractive). This is in accord with our previous interpretation of Figs. (3.8 and 
3.9) in which a negative /* implied T n < 1 /n 2 while a positive /.t implied
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Table 3.5
EFFEC TIV E SCREENING PA R A M ETERS AND 
EFFEC TIV E MASSES3
(m*)b ec Z d
Ne (3 /2) 0.624 1.24 0.637
Ne (1 /2 ) 0.672 1.24 0.661
A r (3 /2 ) 0.463 1.56 0.436
A r (1 /2 ) 0.503 1.56 0.454
K r (3 /2 ) 0.335 1.78 0.325
Xe (3 /2 ) 0.225 1.98 0.239
3 in atomic units. 
b m* =  e^B /R . 
c from  ref. [2]. 
d Z  =  ( m * ) l /2 /e.
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T „ > l / n 2 .
W e now assume, for convenience, that Eq. (3.25) is a relatively fair 
approxim ation to /*. By using this equation, the empirical n from  Table 3.3 and 
the Z  from  Table 3.5, we can estim ate that
v N e (0  >  V A rW  > VKr (r) > VX e(r) .
Consider now the difference betw een the quantum  defects of the j c =  1/2 
and j c =  3 /2  channels in both neon and argon. From  Table 3.3, we see that 
1^1/2 I > k*3/21 f° r both solids. The only difference betw een these channels 
occurs in m^*, specifically, mj1*(jc =  1/2) > m h*(jc= 3/2). The other param eters e 
and me* should be identical for both channels. From  Table 3.5, then, we 
observe that the screening of the positive hole is naturally larger for the 2P 3^  
channel. We must now w onder w hether the larger | /* | as exhibited for the 
2P f / 2  channel is a result of a smaller screening (i.e., a larger Z) of this core 
hole (and, therefore, a greater electronic penetration into the non-Coulombic 
reaction zone), or of the potential V (r) being larger in the ^ P \/2  channel than it 
is in the /2  channel. To answer this question, we resort to Eq. (3.25) and 
assume that it is reasonably accurate for a qualitative analysis of V(r). For Ne, 
1^1/2 i  is roughly 30% larger than | ^ 3 /2  |> while Z j /2  *s 4% larger than Z 3 j2>
By using these values, it is clear that in order to satisfy Eq. (3.25), V jy 2 (r) >
V 3/ 2 (f)- This conclusion also applies for solid argon. Indeed, the nature of the 
non-Coulombic interaction is dependent upon the total angular m om entum  of the 
core hole.
By exploitation of the phase-am plitude method [45-46] we have further 
quantified our interpretation of the non-Coulombic interactions in the solid rare 
gas excitons. We have also obtained the interesting result that V (r) can indeed
be dependent upon the hole state (2P3^  or ^ P i / 2 )-
(iii) The Physical Origin of the Non-Coulombic Potential
W e now comment on the origin of V(r). The non-Coulombic excition 
potential was shown previously, for each rare gas solid, to possess no atomic 
parentage. V (r) cannot, therefore, be derivable from the corresponding atomic 
potential (at least not in a simple perturbational fashion). The viewpoint that 
the electron/hole interaction is simply derivable from the short-ranged residual 
atomic potential Vra (r) is clearly flawed. To within experim ental uncertainty, 
the exciton quantum  defects are constant for a given channel. W e must, 
therefore, consider V (r) to be state-independent and to result from  solid state 
effects.
W ith regard to the interatom ic behavior of V(r), we have shown that it 
becom es m ore attractive (or less repulsive) in going from solid neon to xenon. 
Also, V (r) is m ore repulsive (or less attractive) for the exciton series of neon 
and argon convergant to the ^ P i / 2  core hole than for the series convergant to 
the 2P3 j 2  core hole.
W e now provide a very tentative explanation of the nature of the exciton 
potential which is in accordance with the empirical results. It is our 
contention that V (r) can be segregated into an attractive com ponent and a 
repulsive com ponent, although the underlying nature of these separate 
com ponents may be interrelated.
The attractive com ponent, Vy\( r ) ,  could be (partly) attributed to the 
breakdow n of the dielectric screening for small r. Specifically, when the 
e lectron/hole  separation becomes very small the concept of a bulk dielectric 
screening becom es inapplicable. (For r-> 0 , it follows that e->-1.) The r- 
dependence of this effect can be folded into V^\(r), where VA(r) should be a 
negative and monotonically increasing function of r. For a larger e, V ^ (r )  
should be a m ore negative (i.e., m ore attractive) function of r than for a
smaller e.
We have determ ined that the variation of V (r) betw een the / 2  and 
2P i / 2  channels of neon and argon is related with the hole effective mass. The 
hole effective mass relates inversely to the mobility of the hole throughout the 
solid [15]. This mobility is, in turn, related to the complicated many-body 
effects involving the valence band electrons [15]. Exchange [47] and inter­
electron interactions between the excited electron and the electrons of the 
valence band could contribute both  attractive and repulsive com ponents to  V(r). 
These interactions would be related to those that occur amongst the electrons of 
the valence band and, therefore, n  should scale with m^*.
I l l
5. C H A PTER  SUM M ARY
In this chapter, we employed a novel quantum defect approach to describe 
the solid rare gas excitons. For the first time, independently-m easured band gap 
energies were available [10,23]. From  these band gap energies E q  and from  the 
excitation energies E n we w ere able to extract an energy-independent quantum  
defect for each rare gas solid exciton series (except K r( l /2 )  and X e (l/2 )) . An 
effective Rydberg constant for each series (except K r( l /2 )  and X e ( l/2 ) )  was also 
determ ined from this empirical quantum  defect approach. From  these results we 
concluded that neither the W annier formalism nor the Frenkel picture correctly 
describe these excitons. The present approach is not simply "intermediate" 
betw een the W annier and Frenkel models, but is indeed a new way of treating 
excitons. By this approach, both the large radius and small radius (e.g., N e(n = 
1)) excitons are treated on the same footing.
We also dem onstrated that these excitons fail to possess atomic parentage. 
This was shown via the intercorrelative term  value/band gap energy plots and by 
the reduced term  value/reduced band gap energy plots. We com pared these 
correlations to the atomic term  value/ionization energy correlations and 
concluded that the non-Coulombic exciton potential varies smoothly across the 
isoelectronic solid rare gas series, but in a m anner different from  that of the 
rare  gas atomic non-Coulombic potential. Indeed, the atomic potential is of a 
different nature than that of the excitons. Furtherm ore, we tentatively 
explained the origin of the exciton potentials in terms of solid state screening 
and exchange effects. It is clear from this analysis that the quantum  defect 
m ethod of Resca and R esta [17-20,48] is incomplete.
O ur conclusion that these excitons do not possess atomic parentage is in 
full accord with the interpretation [9,49] of recent reflection m easurem ents [9] in 
which the energies of both the atomic Rydberg state and the exciton are
m onitored as a function of num ber density. A t certain interm ediate num ber 
densities both the Rydberg state and the exciton appear simultaneously and at 
different energies. (See Fig. 3.2 for details.) A t higher num ber densities, the 
Rydberg state disappears while the exciton peak gains intensity. It is seen in 
Fig. 3.2 for argon that the Rydberg state does not evolve into the exciton as a 
function of num ber density upon progressing from  the dense gas to the liquid 
and finally to the solid. These m easurem ents were perform ed for the first 
excited state of argon [9,49] and in the energy region of the n =  1 and n =  2 
excitons of krypton and xenon [9,49]. Therefore, only inform ation about the n =  1 
exciton of argon and the n =  1 and n = 2 excitons of krypton and xenon is gained. 
Specifically, the "corresponding" atomic Rydberg states do not evolve into these 
excitons as a function of increasing num ber density and, therefore the excitons 
do not possess «. nic parentage [9,49] (although there exist some controversy 
concerning this conclusion [50]). Neon was not studied due to the fact that 
there does not exist a window which can both withstand high pressures and 
transm it radiation shorter than 1050 A.
Through our quantum  defect approach, however, we validate the 
interpretation [9,49] of these density-dependence studies [9], and we can 
conclude that none of the o ther excitons possess atomic parentage, namely; the 
excitons of neon, the n^_2 excitons of argon and the n^.3 excitons of 
krypton and xenon.
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1. DISCUSSION
The original impetus for this work was a desire to understand why the 
W annier formula failed to fit the neon exciton series and, through quantum  
defect theory, to characterize this exciton series. A t the time that this 
work was begun, the exciton series of solids argon, krypton and xenon were 
thought by many to be adequately described by the W annier formula [1].
The only real resistance to the W annier viewpoint occurred with respect to 
the quantum  defect m ethod of Resca and Resta [2] in which all of the solid 
rare  gas exciton series were considered to be perturbed atomic rare gas 
Rydberg series. This "atomic parentage" viewpoint, however, was then 
quickly deem ed suspect [3],
A t the outset of this work, therefore, the primary problem  was to solve 
the neon controversy. It was also the intent to address the atomic 
parentage viewpoint with regard to the neon exciton states since the issue 
of atomic parentage was still controversial. To this end we devised a novel 
empirical quantum defect approach in which, for the first time, the 
independently m easured band gap energies [1] were used. Also, we used the 
m ost recently available excitation energies [4]. The results of this quantum  
defect approach were dramatic. By this totally empirical and unbiased 
m ethod, we were not only able to define a non-zero quantum  defect for the 
exciton series (jc =  3 /2  and j c =  1/2) of neon, but also for the exciton 
series of argon, krypton and xenon. It was therefore concluded that to the 
total exciton binding energy there  is a screened Coulombic com ponent and a 
non-Coulombic (short-ranged) component. The W annier formula, therefore, 
was unable to properly characterize any of these excitons. The question of 
w hether the short-ranged excitonic potential possessed atomic parentage then 
becam e pertinent. In other words, it was necessary to ascertain w hether or
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not the short-ranged exciton potential was derivable (in a perturbative 
fashion) from  the residual atomic potential.
To answer the question, "Do solid rare gas excitons possess atomic 
parentage?", we exploited the term  value/band gap energy correlations and 
devised the modified reduced term  value/reduced band gap energy correlation. 
These correlations were com pared with the atomic Rydberg term  value/ 
ionization energy plots of C hapter II. We concluded that the non-Coulombic 
exciton potential varies smoothly across the isoelectronic solid rare gas 
series and is dominantly repulsive for neon and argon, nearly zero for 
krypton and dominantly attractive for xenon. This behavior is clearly 
different from  that of the atomic potential which is attractive for all of 
the rare  gas atoms. Also, the exciton quantum  defects are constant (to 
within experim ental uncertainty) for each series, while the low-n atomic 
quantum  defects are decidedly energy-dependent. Thus, we conclude that a 
negative answer to the atomic parentage question is warranted. This 
conclusion is in full accord with recent experim ental evidence [5] that the 
first Rydberg states of argon, krypton and xenon do not evolve into the 
corresponding (n = 1) exciton as a function of increasing num ber density.
In order to address the atomic parentage question it was necessary to 
com pare the excitons with the low-n Rydberg states of the corresponding 
atomic rare  gases. These low-n Rydberg states are assigned quantum  defects 
which are attributed to an overall attractive short-ranged atomic potential.
This was discussed in C hapter II via both the intra-atomic behavior of the 
quantum  defect and the interatom ic variation of the term  value across the 
valence isoelectronic series.
Before we conclude this dissertation, some comments are in order 
concerning possible future work on the exciton problem. Also, other
Coulomb problems in condensed m atter physics are discussed as possible 
candidates for future investigation via the correlations and techniques which 
are advanced in this dissertation.
2. F U T U R E  PROSPECTS
Even though we concluded that solid rare gas excitons do no possess 
atomic parentage, we could only speculate as to the nature of the non- 
Coulombic potential in the solid state. It was found that this potential did 
definitely depend upon the state of the core hole and, therefore, presum ably 
upon the interactions betw een the optical electron and those electrons of the 
valence band. The valence band, however, is form ed by overlap of the many 
valence atomic orbitals. Consequently, the non-Coulombic exciton potential 
does depend upon atomic param eters, but in an indirect way.
To investigate further this problem, the nature of the non-Coulombic 
exciton potential (via a quantum  defect m ethod an d /o r through an 
intercorrelative approach) should be tracked as a function of num ber density 
for the liquid excitons [5]. Sufficient data for a study of this nature is, 
however, not yet available [5]. The inform ation gained from  such a study 
would tell us how the potential varies with a changing valence band width.
The correlative approaches which w ere advanced in this dissertation are 
valid for a num ber of Coulomb problems in which a series of (Coulomb) 
states that are convergant to some series limit can be identified. It is most 
useful to possess an independent m easurem ent of the series limit. For a 
num ber of Coulomb problems, however, this independently m easured value is 
simply not available. In these cases a physical model is assumed and the 
series limit is generally extrapolated from  a knowledge of only the excitation 
energies. This was the situation regarding the (solid rare gas) exciton 
problem  for many years [2-3]. The methods advanced in this dissertation are 
still useful for the cases in which an independently determ ined series limit is 
unknown. This is true since usually several conflicting physical models then 
exist and can be independently evaluated via the correlative techniques
presented here.
W hat follows is a  listing of two other Coulomb problem s that can 
possibly be handled by the various m ethods presented in this work.
The Coulomb states of doped insulators (e.g., K r/A r etc.) [6] of which 
an independent evaluation of the limit for the (perturbed) dopant Rydberg 
series is still yet unavailable.
The 2-dimensional Coulomb states of semiconductor heterostructures. 
The prototype heterostructure is G aA s/A lx G ai_x As (with 0 <  x < 1) in 
which alternate layers of G aAs and Alx G a j.x As are fabricated. The 
relevant electronic states are the one-dimensional "particle-in-a-box" states 
upon which quasi 2-dimensional exciton series are convergant. The nature of 
these exciton series (e.g., the extent to which the 2-dimensional degrees of 
freedom  interact with the one-dimensional degree of freedom ) is vital to the 
understanding of tunnelling processes in these fascinating new electronic 
m aterials [7].
1 2 2
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